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'&ough:they are a highly diversified group of theoris& Erich 
:.Fmmm.Gordon W. Allpon, Henry A. Murray, Kurt Gold- 
SkiIl,Abraham Maslow. Gardner Murphy, Kurt Lewin, Fred- 
mck Pcrls, and Ken Wilber have certain broad arras of 

1 general c'oncurrences. Most significantly, their orientations 
arc usentially condnent with the humanistic point of view. 
Thm of these theorists-Goldstein. Maslow, and Murray- 
together with Carl Rogm and other prominentiigurrs. were 
founding sponsors of the Association for Humanistic Psy- 
chology. The aim ofthc humanistic movement in psychology 
is to extend psychological theory and practice into numerous 
a m  beyond the boundaries of behaviorism and traditional 
psychoanalytic theory. Thlhir objective h a l e d  to the movement 
being referred to as the third force in psychology, a term that 
was instituted by Mzlow. 

The first leading advocate and pe!&ps the most consistent 
supponer of the organismic approachwas Goldstein. This 
approach is an extension of Gestalt psychology that the hu- 
manistic orientation favors bccause it emphasizes the individ- 
ual person as an integrated, holistic unit. Lewin is perhaps a 
technical exception to that genedint ion.  He stwes the 
psychological or phenomenological field, but is no! concerned 
with the biological aspects of the organism. The importance 
ofdevelopmental history is emphasized by some of the thcor- 
ins. especially by Murray. Murphy, and Wilber; but others 
focus on contemporary expcricnce and conscious awareness 
in the prwnt .  In some ways, the group resembles the ego 
~ c h o l o g i s u  in emphasizing the more conscious arms of 
pcmnality nructurc and function. 

Another fundamental humanistic concept is shared by thew ' 

Ihcorists: they hold a basically optimistic view of human 
Potentialitia, maintaining that the Limited and fragmented 
vim of human being that characterizes traditional rientific 
amroaches o k u m  the actual nngc of human capabilities. 
Many theorists a g m  that human beings are largely excluded 
fmm arras of awareness that are vital aspects of humanness 

.. . . 

gation, as well & major of psychotherapy, educaiion, 
and day-to-dayljving 

In addition to these humanistic and Enspemnally 0"- 

ented thinkers, thra other t h e o r i s u ' ~  presented because of 
their contributions in other a r e a  The first of t h e  is J a q u u  
Lacan, who has exerted a significant impact on psychoanaly- 
sis, especially in Europe. Raymond Ca~tell has  been one of 
the pioneers of the mathematical approach to personality 
theory, and B. F. Skinner's name issynonymous with the rise 
of behaviorism. 

ERlCH FROMM 
Erich Fromm (19W-1980) w a  born in Gcrmany and studied 

scciolw. pychology, and philosophy at the Univcrrity of Heidel- 
kre. where he earned his7h.D. depm at the ase of 22. A&r ~~~ ~~~ ~ ~~~- ~~ ~ ~ -~ ~~~~ ~ - ~~ - 

com"ptcting his mining at thc &;lin~voanalytic fnstitutc, h e a d  
Frieda Fmmm-Rcichmann h c l d  to ound the Frankfun Rychc- 
analytic lmtitutc. In 1933. Fromm camc to the United Slatcs~larer. 
hc bxamc one of thc foundcn and truslca of the William Alanson 
White lnnirute in NCW York C i ~ v  For man" van. Fmmm .xar in ~ , , ~ ~ - .  . ~.~~~~~~ - ~- 

orivatc ~nclicc in N& ~ o r k  a ~ d ' w ~ e d ~ " ~ t h c  faculw ofa number 
bf mll& and univcnitier. I n  1949. hc bxame a piofasor at the 
National Autonomous University of Mcaim, whcrc hc instituted the 
dcpnmcnr of psycho3nal)ux Hc was also foundcr and dimlor of 
thc Mcxrmn Rychoaoal)ir Inst~lulc. In 1974. Fmmm mored to 
Swucrland, whcrc he dtcd in  1980 

Erich Fromm-social philosopher, psychoanalyst, and per- 
sonality theorist-has been labeled neo-Freudian and a hu- 
manistic psychoanalyst. He regarded himself as a dialectical 
humanist. He retained a strong interest in the role of social 
factors in determining personality development, and hisearly ' 
writings in panicular show a definite Marxist influence. His 
later publications place increasing emphasis on Eastern and 
Western philosophy and religion. 

BEGINNINGS OF INDIVIDUATION According to Fromm. 
human beings have been confronted with one basic problem 
throughout all ages and in all cultures: eliminating separate- 
nus,  achieving union, and transcending one's individual life. 

The overwhelming sense of isolation that emerges i s  one 
begins to experience oneself as a separate being gives rise to 
intense anxiety and a deep need to reunite with self, Fellow 
humans, and the world. The whole pr- of development 
depcnds on how one r e a m  to this fundamental problem. 

and that they are living constricted, unsatisfying. and unful- Fromm finds a parallel betwccn the developmental progrcrs 
filled lives. In attemptink to rcach a more inclusive blew of ofthe individual and of humankind. Both arc wen as beein- . - ~ ~ 

the potential ranga of human experience, some group mcm- ning in  a smtc of deep p a c e  and belongingness that c o k s  
bm are interested in Eastern philosophy and in higher states . from feeling completely at one with the surrounding environ- 
o f ~ 0 m w i o u s n ~  a reflected in the thought of both k t  and ment. That primitive expyiencC of unity is possible only 
Wat .  pan and praent. For those members, such a r e a  self- within the shelter of what Fromm calls 'primary ties," the 
actdimtion,  love. joy, creativity. and levels of transpersonal protective bonds in which life begins: For each person, such 
experience become justifiable areas of psychological invati- ties lie in the close initial bond to the mother, on whom one 

Thetford, W., and R .  Walsh. Theories of personality and psychopathology: Schools derived from 
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is completely dependent and who gives care wi th~u t  any 
demand for reciprocity. Thechild does not doubt this safety 
and experiences no anxiety. 

The race, sugened Fromm, felt similar peace and protc& 
tion as long as it regarded ilvlf as part of natureand of all 
that nature comprises, As the child is initially dependent and 
sheltered, so Wencrn people during the medieval period 
remained under the wing of the Church, accepting unques- 
tioningly its answers to questions about themselves and their 
universe. The primary t i a  were not yet seriously disrupted. 
Fromm sees funher parallels. As the individual person cannot '. 

remain a child foreuer. so Western people at the time of the 
Reformation began the painful and frightening process of 
separating from their primitive unity and moving toward 
independence. O n a  the process of individuation has begun, 
there is no hope of returning to the primary peace for either 
the individual or the face. The primary ties are permanently 
shaucred. At k t ,  humans can only follow. hoxzvcr grimly, 
the way to true selfhood. They have become those most 
uncomfonableofbeingr: rmoningpenons.  They must, there- 
fore, accept the fact of their wparation, refuse to let anxiety 
force them to turn back, and continue on to full indepen- 
dence. The proper goal of therapy, as of life, is to help them 
to meet this objective. 

THE HUMAN SITUATION A person isin the unique situation 
ofbeing panly animal and panly human, aspects that Fromm 
mainwiris m u n  be recognized and unified. As a separate 
person, the human being must accept many bitter facts of 
which animals are no1 aware. If one looks honmly at self and 
the world, one is confronted with two major areas ofchallenge. 
The first area Fromm d l s  historical dichotomies-the many 
social and cultural tragedies that, being made by humans, can 
a t  least thcormcally be overcome by them.. Existential di- 
chotomies, however, arc immutable. Humans are sub jm to 
disease, loss, and death. The span of life is too short to allow 
them to reach their full potential stature, and, however far 
persons may advance, they know that they will inevitably be 
defeated by death. 

Although humans cannot change these essential paradoxes, 
they can respond in many dimerent ways. One may, for 
example, c h m  to halt the process of individuation, attempt- 
ingto regress toan  illusion ofsafety in a parody ofthe primary 
ties by throwing away the frightening freedom and puning 
oneself into a new kind of bondage. One will, however, only 
defeat oneself. The primary tics arc no longer available, and 
escape will merkly dcNoy the realistic hope of true matura- 
tion and of using M o m  for one's own wellrbeing and for 
thal of xricty. 

The only cnnnrvctive synthesis is to emerge willingly from 
one's prehuman existena, regaining the sense of unity on a 
new and higher le\tl. This emergence can be accomplished, 
said Fromm, only by accepting separateness, going through 
the attendant anxiety, and becoming 'fuUy born" as a pro- 
ductive being, finding a fair share of happiness and contrib 
uting to society. . . 

A person may, however. be too terrified to accept the pain 
in which true individuation is born, adopting various regres- 
sive strategia in desperate attempts to escape from f d o m .  
In so doing one may find an illusion o f d e t y ,  but at the cost 
of frustrating genuine potentialities, creativity, and, in fact, 
one's rwl wlf. A pwudowlf, with pseudothoughts and pwu- 
dointcrests, will s e m  to be reality. Genuine human needs 
will remain unfulfilled, for they can be met only in the 
freedom that has b a n  discarded. 

BASIC HUMAN NEEDS' Fromm identified essential human 

needs that must be met if a person is to continue to grow, 
These needs include ( I )  relatedness, a deep feeling of 
with selfand others; (2)  transcendence, a sense of rising a h v e  
the animal in oneself and becoming genuinely creative; (3)  
rootedness and identity, through which one feels one belonB 
and can a m p 1  one's person4 uniqueness accordingly, and 
(4) a frame of orientation, a referenci point for Wblishing 
and maintaining a meaningful and stable perception of 
and the world. 

Those nceds, to Fromm, are inherent, and no one an 
continue along the dificult path touard individuation unless 
such needs arc fulfilled. A person must have a kind early 
environment, however, and a beneficient society in which to 
continuc this progren. As society treats individuals. so 
they come to treat themselves and society. for the health or 
illness of both are inextricably interwoven. Children n d  
external guidance based on what Fromrn called 'ration4 
authority," .which is democratic, modifiable, and willinglv 
uithdrawn when the need for it ceases. Such guidance p<- 
pares growing children to accept independence, fostering a 
rational conscience that will direct them to what is human 
and good, as well as toward the path of individuation. 

~ 1 1  human beings are religious in one way or another, a 
Fromm used the term. He defined a person's religion as 

any w c m  or lhought and action which . . . g i m  the individual 
thc framc of oricnla~ion and objm ofdcrolion which hc n d .  

Religion, like conscience, can be either repressive or construc- 
tive. In its mote authoritarian and immature forms, religion 
is nothing more than an  ancmpt to regress to prehuman, 
preconscious existence. 

The more productive forms of religion, however, help p m  
ple to develop their specificaUy human capacity to reason, to 
love, and-lo work productively, reaching a new level of .  
harmony uith themselves and others. Fromm sees the ulti- 
mate validation of people's religion in the extent to which it 
helps them achieve a truly productive orientation. Fmmm 
himselfdoer not advocate any particular form ofreligion, nor 
does he insist that the term necessarily have theistic conncb 
tations. In fact, his nudies of the Hiirld's great religions ha*, 
been sufficiently open minded to lead to his belief that the 
human experience potentially includes what has been calld. 
"salvation" by the Christian. 'liberation" and 'enlighw'' 
ment" by the Buddhin, and love and union by the nontheiaic . . .  .. . 
humanists. . ..:-, 

Although Fromm's later writings show inmasing intmst 
in transcendence and mystical expenen&, he omen nospaific 
guideposts. AU persons must find their o m  religion TO 
Fromm, each person's religion is the panicular a m r  that 
penon giva to the basic qumion of the meaning of existence 

UNPRODUCTIVE ORIENTATIONS Unicss individuals arc 
willing and able to win through to freedom, their fear of 
separation and aloneness may be so intense that they rcrotl 
to what Fromm called 'mechanisms of escape." Fromm 
conceives of many such escapes, including withdrawal fmm 
the world and engaging in grandiose fantasia at the expcnv 
of reality. Although such mechanisms may be o f g m t  impor- 
tance in undemanding a particular person, thcy ~IC not of 
major significance from the social point of view. Fromm, 
therefore, lays greater emphasis on three major escape rou t s  
that he sees as prominent factors in the context of society (1) 
Persons may seek an authoritarian solution, in which they 
hope to live through someone or  something external to the? 
selves. The most obvious form ofsuch a symbiotic life-styleu 
the sadomasochistic relationship, in which persons depend on 
sommne else for their sense of personal adequacy and do no!. 

.: 
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of t h e k s v e s  as individuals in their own right. (2) 
&tructivenw, as a genenlized auitude toward life, is an  
anempt to eliminate the source of perceived stress. In this 
potentially dangerous orientation, persons strive indiscrimi- 
nately to remove all standards ag;iinst which they may be 
unfavorably compared. (3) In automation conformity, per- 
sons try to escape from being themselves by becoming as like 
thosearound them as possible. byingaside their own abilities 
to think, act. and feel, they become painfully eager to live up 
to the expxtations and wishes of others. That c r a p e  route 
Fromm regards as perhaps the least likely to be recognized 
and also as the most common in modern society. 

Once individuals have turned away from freedom. they am 
headed toward an unproductive adjustment to life, the nature 
ofwhich depends on the dominant mechanism ofescape they 
have chosen. Fromm identifies four unproductive oricntu- 
tions on this basis: ( I )  The receptive chaiacten are the passive 
receivers who seek a magic helper to solve their problems for 
thcm. They may seem to be friendly, optimistic, and even 
helpful, but their prime concern is actually to win favor and 
approval. (2) The exploitative characters are also concerned 
with getting things from outside, but they tly to lake them 
a u a y f i r n  othen. They ale more aggressive, demanding. and . 

:.envious and use guile, cunning, and sometimes ouuight rheR 
to get what they want. (3) The hoarding characters save and 
store. They an distant angeven remote toward others, % d u e  
thrift, and may regard miserliness as a virtue. (4) The mar- 
keting charactcn are the conformers who. feeling empty and 
anxious, try to compensate for uncertainty by gaining material 
success. Their personalities, k i n g  regarded as commodities 
robe bought or  sold, change a i  the situation deman.ds. Fromm 
regarded all such unproductive adjustments as evil, b u w  
in each case they lead to the loss of the person's good and 
ultimately to a cormpt and vicious society. 

PRODUCTIVE ORIENTATION As Fromm believed there is 
only one basic human problem-namely, theovercoming of 
separateness and the transcendence o!one's individual Life- 
so he saw only one constructive resolution to that problem- 
namely, the productive orientation. Although he found the 
potentialities for that resolution inherent in humanness itself, 
it is achieved only by the productive character. Fromm re- 
garded reaching this onenlation as a tmly gigantic achieve- 
ment, and he u w  many temptations to regress. Neuertbelw. 
tho% persons who do not yield to them have the hope of 
arriving at a true sense of belongingness and of developing 
the peculiarly human genius for productive living. Wprking, 
and loving. Productive love is the higher synthesis-the level 
at which persons rise above the narrow prison of their egos, 
their separation from their fellow humans, and their basic 
lonclincss. 

At thislevel o n e h o m e s  mature, coungeous, and fulfilled. 
Fromm believed that productive lore, being an an in itself, 
r q u i r a  considerable practice. Once this level is achieved. 
however, it becomes the actual expression of being alive. By 
this achievement, the intellect and affect of the productive 
characten are unified, helping thcm to work for their own 
further g~owth and for that of society. Fromm saw a fairly 
consistent pattern in the development of the ability to love as 
Persons proceed f r o m h e  narcissism of infanu to a xnse of 
unity that is universal in its potential application. He also 
spoke of different kinds or levels of love that are possible in 
human relationships. 

Brotherly love is perhaps the most fundamcnlal form, 
inasmuch as it enlails a deep xnse  of caring, respect. rapon- 
sibility, and knowledge of someone else, and is at least poten- 
tially reciprocal. Motherly love, however, is necessarily un- 

equal; yet, it is not entirely exclusive, beaux  it a n  be made 
available to more than one child. Fromm regarded erotic love 
as perhaps the most deceptive form, beingbawl by definition 
on exclusion, rather than on universality. It is the attempt of 
two people to fuse into each other and reach an illusory sense 
of uniting Self-love can be either destructive or constructive, 
depcndingon whether it is false or genuine. If it is selfish; 
Fromm sees it as actually self-hatred, for it is merely uncaring 
and selfentered vanity. In the truer s e w ,  self-love and love 
of othen k c o m c  one, because each is really impossible wilh- 
out the other. 

The love ofGod is the highest form that Fromm recognized. 
This love need not be theistic. because the.term is uwd in the - ~ - ~~~ . ~ ~ -  
context of each person's particular religion. This love, there- 
fore, is an individual matter and is as diversified as is the love 
of humans. At the highest level, love of God and love of 
humans k o m e  unified, just Y love for others and love for 
the self become indistinguishable. 

The atfainment of that all-inclusive love is seen as the final 
answer to the human dilemma, giving a new dimension to 
the human situation and raising humans to their full creative 
height. Fromm saw cause for profound pessimism in what 
humans have become, without losing faith in what they may 
yet be. In a final interview given shortly before his death, he 
sadly concluded that humankind was, for the most pan, 
choosing wrongly and that 

if  wc continuc on this road, ifwc go on consuming cvcrylhing thal 
corn- our way, if we dcnroy naturc. leaving our hctrs nothing but a 
dewmyed and impoverished and poisoned world, if  p p l c  continue 
to bc attached to profi~ rather than life. and ifthcy contlnuc xehng. 
powr, a nuclear disartcr mun come of nnasity.. . . Almm cvny- 
thing indintn that we will continue on our course and slither into 
disaster. But I'd also like to say thal p long as thcrc is a slight cham+ 
In  matters of life . . . w must i l ~ l p v e  up . _ . we must try anshlng 
to avcrt distcr .  

Fmmm still believed that humans are capable of transcend- 
ing their destructiveness and becoming genuinely' peaceful. 
He clearly felt that, although dificult, this goal is possible 
through an evolutionary synthesis of rationality and spirit. 
Fromm concluded that a new synthesis is the only alternative 
to chaos: a synthesis between the spiritual core of the late 
Medieval world and the development of rational thought and 
science since the Renaissance. 

GORDON W. ALLPORT 
Gordon W. Allpon (1897-1967) was born in Indiana. completed 

his undmgraduatc and graduate work at Harvard Univcrsiiy, w a r  
amrdcd a 2- ear fellowship for forcign study. and at!cndcd fhc 
unlvcrsities o?&rlin. Hamburg and Cambridge Reiurning to Har- 
mrd. All rt taught the first m u m  in  the plycholcrgy ofpcrrondity 
lo bc o 8 d  in an Amcrican college and k a m e  a majo! figure in 
founding *c dc nmcnt ofraial relations, which hc chaired for 18 
yc,ars.,He a m e r a  prnidcni ofthe Amcrican Psycholo~al Assmi- 
auon in  1939, and hc meivcd lhc Gold hl&l Award ofthc Amcriun 
Rychol 'cal Foundation in 196J.andlhe Dk!inguished Scientific 
Award ?the Arncri~n R y c h o l o g ~ ~  Assoclauon in 1964. Dunng 
thc last year of his I~fe. hc was appointed {he first Richard Clar!ce 
Cabot Pmrcuor of Social Ethics at Hanard. In an evaluauon sumey 

o f  clinical prychologiru conducted =me ywrs before his dealh. 
Allpon's impact on psychological pnctla was ntcd wcond only to 
that offrcud. 

Allport was essentially an academician; his theories were 
baxd primarily on academic psychology, rather than on 
clinical experience. Some of his concepls opposed the pre- 
vailingscientific and academic thinking of his time. although 
many of them received increasing endorsement from his 
foiiner critics. He was a lmys willing to revise his theories 
whenever he thought it appropriate to do so, was precise and 
scholarly in formulating his concipts, and displayed an un- 
usual d w e e  of open-mindedness and breadth of interests. 

Allport's v i m  have been described as humanistic and 
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personalistic. and he partly agreed with thew descriptions. He 
preferred, however, to consider his personality theory as an 
eclecticism that conceives of personality as 'a unique and 
open system." An open system was defined by Allport as one 
in which constant inlake and output ofenergy occur, a system 
that is cha rac te r id  by p r w e n i v e  internal organintion over 
time and crcative t raosadon with the environment. 

NECESSITY FOR ECLECTICISM Allpon held that, above 
all, psychology should nudy real people. No area of possible 
contribu~ion to understanding human behavior should be 
discouraged or n d q e d .  His own broad interms included 
work in such divery areas as values, motivation, morale. 
prejudice, communication, expressive movement, handwrit- 
ing. and practical qumions in guidance, teaching, and mental 
health. 

From Allpon's wide horizon and inclusive emphasis, a 
psychology that would exclude religion hardly deserves to be 
called a psychology at all. Although he believed that furmal- 
ized or  cxtrinsic religion was ofien merely symptomatic of 
fear and frustration, a mature religious sentiment he regarded 
as a cardinal feature of  many healthy personalities. Allport 
called such beliefs *intrinsic," a term he applied to thow 
persons who serve their religion, rather than demanding that 
their religion sen-c them. Nor uas Allport's interest in reli- 
gious ex~erience renricted to Wcstern forms. He deplored the 
narrow perspective that fails to consider the many highly 
evolved thought forms of the Em. 

Uniqueness is lbe essence of Allpon's theoretical approach 
to personality, but he recognized the anomalous position of 
science in relation to the individual person. Science as prcs- 
ently constituted is able to investigate primarily groups, com- 
mon areas, broad generalizations, and common laws. Such 
methodological weakness restricts scientific nudy largely to 
nomothetic procedura that, at best. can construct an artificial 
person and musL therefore, violate pmonality as it really is. 
Allpon did not deny the imjmnance of nomothetic invmi- 
gations, and he acknoukdged that his own -ch was 
largely of that nature, despite his mnaptual  emphasis on 
individuality. Allport7s plea, tbmforc, was for the develop 
men1 of more suitable methods for nudying the individual 
person by morpbogenic o r  idiqgaphic techniques. which 
would bc capable of approaching the uniquenen that was the 

. . .  . . .  core of pmonality. 

PERSONALITY AND MOTIVATION All human beings have 
tbdr own unique growth prjtential, which will never be un- 
derstood by merely adding u p  the various wayr in which they 
dilTer from a purely bypothetical average. InsmdAUpon  saw 
p c ~ n a l i t y  as what persons really arc, the special way in 
which they work out their own panerns of dynamic organi- 
zation. The personal formula is never static or complete; it 
remains a becoming throughout one's entire life. 

Allpon regarded the self as a central point of focus in the 
psychology of pcnonality, for x n w  of self is a person's only 
real guarantee of  personal exincnce. Selfhood, in Allporl's 
view. developi in a vries of stages. The p r o m s  b g i n s  with 
the early self of the infant. which procads through the aware- 
ness of a body to self-identity and then to ego enhancement. 
A senw of wlf-extmsion and a self-image are rcacbed io early 
childhood, foUowed by a feeling of the self as a rational. 
coping being. From adolcsccnce into adulthood, the person 
becomes capable of persistent striving toward long-range 
goals. Allpon regarded those stages of becoming as wnnitut-  
ingthe "me" that persons recognize and a m p 1  as themslver 
For that self-as-known. Allpon used the term 'proprium," a 
major concept in his theory. Propriate striving5 arc thought 

to unify personality and enable persons to maintain integrity 
of functioning 

Traits, in Allpan's system, are not only the chief unit of 
personality aructure but also the major dynamic source of 
human motivation. He made several assumptions regarding 
traits and ascribed cemin  spccific characteristics to:them as 
follows. A trait has actual existence. It is more generalized 
than a habit and is dynamic or, at l e a ,  determinative in 
behavior. It is neither independent of other traits nor synon- 
ymous with moral or social judgments. It can be s e n  within 
a person or dinributed in a population. finally, it cannot be 
disproved by acts or habis  that are inconsistent with it. 

Allport drew up this list mrly in his career and did not 
substantially change it. As his theories developed, however,' 
the term "traits" was reserved for what he later called "com- 
mon traits." those that charanerize people in the same culture. 
while "personal dispositions" came to be the term used for 
individual characteristics. Allpon distinguished three major 
levels of such dispositions. In descending order of potency, 
these levels are urdinal, central, and secondary. According to 
AllpoR such personal dispositions are the ersence of person- 
ality, because they reprewnt "unique patterned individuality." 

Functional autonomy. through which dispositions are 
maintained, is probably Allport's most original, ben-known, 
and most controversial theoretical construct For Allport. 
whatever makes a person act must be operating now; there- 
fore, adults cannot be mid to act % they did when children. 
Functional aulonomy includes all present motives that seek 
new goals--continuous, perhaps, with the p n ,  but not de- 
pendent on it or explained by it. Contemporary motivation 
looks ahead, rather than back, and it repracnts the essential 
core of purposive behavior. The concept of functional auton- 
omy alloys for the concrete uniqueness of personal motives 
on which Allport insisted. At the n m e  time, it also pernits 
the emergence of the varied and self-sustaining motivational ' 
systems that characterize adult behavior. The-concept first 
met with considerable adverx criticism, because its emphasis 
on contemporary motivation was antithetical to orthodox 
psychoanalyds. The same concepL however, forahadowtd 
certain thmrin  of psychoanalytic ego psychologins. 

Allport also recognized, in addition to baits, a wide range 
of motives, including interens, abilitia, intentions, plans, 
habits, and attitudes. He funher acecpted c&n l o w  order 
wlf-sustaining systems, such as addictions, rout ine  and var- 
ious othm types of essentially repctitivt bchavior pattcms. 
Although these kinds of behavior may bc neccssvy for effi- 
cient living, Allpon hardly regarded them as sullicient to 
account for the actual nature of humam. For that purposc he 
emphasized. espacially in mature, healthy adu lq  the role of 
propriate functional autonomy, the higher order motives that 
contribute to the organization of a person's total posture. 

AUpon did not. however, regard the mentally ill as neccs- 
sarily without functional autonomy. In an interesting d i s t i n ~  
tion, he maintained that maladaptation may sometimes bc- 
come so tightly structured and firmly entrenched that it 
actually repracnts the pmon's style of  Life. In that event, 
Allport regarded the illness as an acquired and fundonally 
autonomous motivational system with contemporary mean- 
ing to the person in its o m  right. Such a synem, in Allpon's 
view, is probably not amenable to M e d  depth analysis. 
He also believed, however. that in ~ s c s  where the person's 
maladaptive life-style had not achieved functional autonomy. 
then the illness may yield to conventional therapeutic proa-  
dures: 

MATURE PERSONALITY Upon r c c q n i d t h e  dilliculcia 
of defining a mature or healthy or even normal personality. 



Hedid, however, identify several specificcriteria that he felt- 
in American culture, at l w f - - m n  be said to characterize 
maturity. For example, the mature person in Allport's v i m  
has a gnatly extended sense of wlf and can relate warmly to 
othen in both intimate and casual relationships. Such persons 
are emotionally secure, accepting of othen, and a m  of 
outer r d i t y  in their thinking, perceiving,-and acting They 
have zm, enthusiasm, insight, andhumor  and have achieved 
a suficiently unified philosophy of Life to uw it in directing 
their living harmoniously. Allport nr&d the viwl impor- 
tance of dimting human development along those lines from 
infancy through old age, and also in psychothecapy, for the 
uniqueness of each person remains throughout Life. .. . 

Allport saw no inherent reason in basic behavior p a n e m  
for the loss of the mutuality and cooperativeness that he 
regarded as the natural human state. In fan, Allport reg3rded 
the positive aspecls of human behavior as so dominant that 
one would have to -ly distort the data in order to give 
alleged aggressive innincis equal footing. It is, therefore, the 
proper function of psychology, psychotherapy, and education 
to work toward their common goal of  fostering the kind of 
human. progress that enables people to work cooperatively. 

;rather than competitively, with each other. 
.. ... 
: . . _ C  ... ,.- ;.-. . .' :...1: ' : 

[HENRY A. MURRAY . . 
: Hcnry A. Murray wu b o s n  New York in 1893 and r e m i v c d  an 
M.D. d- from the Collcgc of Phyricians and Surgeons ofColum- 
bia University. ARer 2 ycan of-h in cmbryol at lhe Rak-  
efcllcr inmtute, he went to England and w a  a& a PbD. in 
biahcmistu from Cambridge Univmity. Bccomin inmingly 
mnvinccdoflhe imponanceofpsychology, he rclurnef!o lhe Uniled 
'Slates tw an inwrunor at lhc newly founded Harvard Rychological 
Clinic and later became its dirmor. Munay p r a n i d  ps hoaaal)ris 
and k a m e  one of the foundcrsofthc Borton Ps choan&c~ocicty. 
Hc joined h e  Army Medical Corps in World kar 11. instituting a 
comprchcnsive arwumcnl prognm for lhc Ofice of SU'at 'c Scr- 
vim, for which hc was awadcd the Legion of Merit. A ~ c r x c  Bar, 
hc joined the dcpnmcnt of social relations at Harvard, whcrc hc set 
up the psychologial clinic annex for nalily study. He rmivcd 
the Distinguirhcd Scientific Avard a n e ~ o l d  Medal Auard oflhc 
American Psychologial Foundation and +tired as profcrsor crncrilus 
in 1962. 

. 

Murray proposed the term 'personology" for the study of 
personality. He used this term to describe the branch of 
psychology that is primarily concerned with the nudy of 
human lives and the factors that influence their course. Inas- 
much as personology is the science of humans, M u m y  con- 
sidered it the mon inclusive area of psychology, other 
branches being essentially special areas within it. The u1,umate 
aim of  the personologist is regarded as 3-fold: to construct a 
thcory of personality, to devise suitable techniques for ~ u d y -  
ing its more important attributes, and to discover its basic 
facls through careful and cxtcnsive investigations of actual 
human liva. 

SCOPE OF PERSONOLOGY Murray always advocated in- 
terdisciplinary personality studies and accepted a wide range 
of approaches. He preferred to emphasize new areas because 
he saw no need to concentrate on those areas already crowded 
with competent invmigaton. He was quite willing. however, 
to uw existing constructs in his theoretical formulations. 
although typically he added some ideas of  his own. Mumy 
was among the first personality theorists to bring psychoana- 
lytic concepts into academic psychology. Although it w s  the 
impact ofJung that first turned Mumy's interest to psychol- 
ogy. Freud's influcnce on his thinking is more appluent. 
Murray included wvcral classical Freudian concepts in his 
own developmental thcory, along with some additional cate- 
gories. A strong Freudian emphasis can also be seen in his 

stress o n  the imponance of the past in understanding the 
present, although he did not neglect t h e  present or  fail to 
consider the role of future-oriented processes, Intention w, 
in fact,' of increasing importance in his thinking and he 
emphasized that no term or concept that ex& in psychology 
is more powerful than the concept of intention. ' . 

Murray stressed the'physiological substrate of personality 
in his own thinking, but never approached psychological 
phenomena through reduction. Interpersonal, intrapersonal. 
and i m p e ~ n a l  forces were all of concern to him. He recog- 
nized the value of  the caw history approach and wrote his 
own' autobiographical statement as a case nudy of himself. 
He developed a number of special evaluation techniques 
designed to study both unconscious and conscious psycholog- 
ical proaesses. Without forgetting the imponance of the indi- 
vidual person, he recognized the need for investigating the 
common areas of human behavior. He was interested in 
health, as well as siclmm, and one of his stated a i m  war to 
furnish a hcalth-oriented continuation or  extension of ~reud' ;  
illness-oriented system. Organismic. Gestalt, and field theories 
were given full ricognition. Among his better-!mown contri- 
butions are his m F u l  lists of the more important determi- 
nants of personality functioning as he saw it. . . 

Over-all, Murray's work is a combination of the boldly 
adventurous and the extremely cautious and precise. He 
objmed to what,he regarded as pernature scientific rigor and 
did not haitate to enter into fresh temtoryand to break new 
ground. His interens included such diverse areas as dyadic 
interaction. creativity, imagination, the abolition of warfare, 

' and the possibility of a world state. H e  edited a book on 
mythology and undertook an extensive study of Melville's 
Moby Dick. Along with .other eminent scientists, Murray 
became a founder of the Institute of Religion in an Age of 
Science. and he envisioned a religion that would be com- 
patible with science. 

DEFINITION OF PERSONALITY Murray viewed personalily 
as a hypotheticalstrunure of the mind, including those con- 
sistent internal and external proceedings that constitute a 
person's life. Personality is hypothetical because it can perhaps 
be inferred from the facts ofa person's life, but still transcends 
them all. It is manifested repeatedly b e a u x ,  although it is 
constantly changing, it also has recognizable features that 
persist over time. The term "proceedings" refen to units of 
time during which persons attend to either the internal or the 
external circumstances of their lives. When they engage in 
internal proceedings. they are focusing on inner-oriented 
mental p r o c e u ,  such as feelings, fantasies, judgments, antic- 
ipations, and intentions. When their attention turns to exter- 
nal proceeding, they are occupied in coping with the envi- 
ronment. Serials arc series of proceedings. related to each 
other but vparate in time, that permit the pursuit of long- 
nnge goals. Murray saw each person ascontinually planning 
and arranging schedules for achieving ihou: goals and setting 
u p  serial programs, sequences ofsubgoals, which serve as.steps 
along the way. 

Murray a lsoaw personsasconstantly pressured by conflict- 
ing internal and external demands, so that throughout their 
lives they must give up, as well as take for themselves. Mu'rray. 
therefore, regarded personality as a compromise formation 
resulting from the inevitable conflict between a person's own 
desires and impulws and the feelings of others. Personality is 
mede up of integrated and interdependent proceses, func- 
tionally inseparable and always operating as a whole. That 
unity, Murny maintained, is possible only bccauw the proc- 
essesof personality refer to organizations in the brain, without 
which personality could not exist. In Murray's terms, the 
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brain is r & n a n ~  and regnant process.=& whether conscious or 
unconscious, undcrlic all psychological functions. 

DEVELOPMENT OF PERSONALITY Murray held an -'n- 
tially Freudian picture of personality devclopmenf conceiving 
of certain specific mental structures thought to arise sequen- 
tially. The three childhood slages that he identified are Frcud- 
ian in both name and general conception, although with 
several notable alrerations. The id remains the source' of 
energy and the reservoir of unacceptable impulses. In Mur- 
my's view, howevcr, the id also contains some acceptable and 
constructive i m p u k . . N o t  only is the ego a repressor and an 
inhibitor. but it also has energy of  its own and h e l p  some of 
the id drives find sui table~expr~ion.  The superego, although 
still the internal regulator of behavior derived from early 
e~pcriences, &n be significantly changed later by peer group 
and other influenm, including those associated with literary, 
historical, and m)zhological characters with whom the person 
identifies. Munay's ego ideal, which is arsociated with the 
superego, consists of all the various self-images that represent 
persons at their very best. In healthy development, Murray 
sea those three structures changing in relative dominance as 
the pcnonality unfol& the id losing its original preeminence, 
first to the superego and later to the ego. 

Murray alw, identified certain relatively spc&c temporal 
sequences in childhood that, in many wap, rcxmble the 
Freudian view of pcychosexual developmenL Oral, anal, and 
phallic states clowly resemble their Freudian counterparu, 
although Murray's sages are somewhat more broadly inter- 
preted. He also introduced two runher stages, the claustral 
and the urethral. The clausrral stage is the uanquil state of 
prenatal exhence: and the urethrals~age, which falls between 
the oral and the anal s w g a  developmentally, involves the 
pleasurable sensations assofiated with urethral eroticism. If 
children arc to6 deprived at any panicular slage or  lack 
suflicient impetus to go ahcad. Murray saw the possibility of 
a fixation in much the Freudian sense. Although some 
amount of fixation is considered normal and even inevitable, 
overly strong fiations may lead to complexes, later inducing 
adults to strive for enjoyments more suilcd to earlier periods 
of their l i v u  

Munay cvolvcd a character typology w o n  the pnxiom- 
inant dcvelopmcntal influence in the pmon's life, again fol- 
lowing Freud. He did, however, include two further character 
t ) p  aDociatcd with the additional stages that he introduced. 
The clausrral complex tends to p rodua  a panivc, dependent 
p e ~ n a l i t y  development, with prominent withdrawal tenden- 
cies The urerhrd c o m p l ~  bowew. results in an overly 
ambitious, nrongly narcissistic adult, with a prominent wn-  
cern for achievingimmor(ality.The umhral  complex is also 
called the l a r u s  mmplex bccausc the legend of lcams sym. 
bolizes many oftbe hypothesized urethral characterinia. 

. . . . . .  . . 

THEORY OF MOTlVATlON A primary concept in Murray's 
theory of motivation is the n n d .  The need rcprcsents a force 
in the brain that a n  be m u s e d  by either internal or external 
nimulation. Oncc amused, it p rodum continued activity 
until it is r e d u d  or  satisfied. Murray did no5 however. 
believe that need-tension reduction is the chief purpov of 
living exmpt. perhaps, in the case of the excessively conflict- 
ridden o r  overly anxious person. Rather, he felt that, under 
normal circumstanm, it is the p r o w  of tension reduction 
that is the m o n  satisfying condition. A major goal of pcrson- 
ality functioning is, therefore, to reach states in which reduc- 
ing tension is possible, and the person may actually seek out 
arousal in order to experience this tension d u c t i o n .  

Murray expcrimentcd with various lists of needs in his 
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continuingelToru at greater prmsion. In one such system, he 
distinguished bctween activity and effea n&, activity n& 
are directed toward activity for its own sake and cffm needs 
are directed towardthe goal to be achieved He also worked 
out a classification involving mcnlal, vixxrogcnic, and m 
ciorelational necds, the mental arisingfrom the character of 
the human mind, the viscerogenic from propenies of physi- 
ological tissues, and the sociorclational from the human 
being's inhercnt w i a l  nature. Murray also added creative 
n d ,  which promote novel and productive activities, as 
opposed to negative nceds, which induce avoidance of the 
unpleasant or undesirable. A funher distinction was made 
bctwecn proactive needs, thow arising within the person, and 
reactive needs, those induced by environmental factors. The 
empharis on humans as proactive beings removes them from 
being merely acted on and gives them a s u b n t i a l  role in 
their own destiny. 

Murray never abandoned his stress on the importance of 
needs but, dissatisfied with his early elTom in this respect, 
later attempted to retain the essentials of his need concept 
through the use o fa  value-vmor schema. The purpose of that 
approach was to ponray simultaneously what persons see as 
imponant in asituation, together with what they do to achieve 
it. The vectors are used to show the direction ofeach penon's 
behavior, and the values represent what the person holds in 
esteem. 

Needs must be triggered, and Murray round the source of 
nccd arousal in his concept orpress. A press is wen as  a fo ra  
in the environment that, whether real or perceived, has the 
capcity to arouse nccd tension in the person. hlurray drew 
up lists of press intended for use in specific contexts. Perhaps 
his most important distinction, however, was between a-press, 
those aspnts of an object or situation that reflctt what it 
really is, and Bprcss. which is the force of the objffl or, 
situation a$ the person interprets ir The n e e d - p m  wmbi- 
nation bexomcs a thema. simple thcmas combining into wrial 
thcmas and more deeply entrenched themas becoming need 
integrates Of particular imponance in Murray's view of 
personality is the unity thcma, in rvhich dominant needs and 
press are linked in early childhood through repeated -a- 
tions that may bc either satisfying or traumatic. Munay 
believes that much of the adults bchavior can be traced to 
such unity themas, which in his opinion tend t o  retain 
considerable motivational power. 

The thcma, to Murray, is ihe proper molar unit for psych* 
logical study. A method he developed for uncovering domi- 
nant themas is the Thematic Apperception T m  (TAT), a 
projective technique widely used in clinical practia. The data 
can bc anal@ to permit inferences a b u t  the dominant 
nccds and prcss arrMing the person's thought and behavior. 
Such analysis is made through the intermediary dcv ia  of 
h e r m  or central figures in the TAT pictures, about which the 
pemn is asked to make up stories. It isassumcd that ruponxs  
indicate the subjects' own mental processes and problem' 
arcas, unconscious and conrious. The ways in which they 
handle the issues they projm into the pimres arc thought to 
indicate their characteristic problem-solving approaches, and 
the endings they give to their stories arc assumed to r e n m  
the outcomes they envision for their own conflicts. Rcpcatcd 
or prevalent themas arc considered of special imponancc. 
Formal Gudy ofthe test data is designed to provide c l u a  to a 
pcrson's ternperamen5 intcUfflual abilitier, imagination, real- 
ity awarencn, cmotional nates, perceptual and cognitive 
styles, and many other personality characteristics. Murray 
emphasized that the data cannot yield more than hypothews. 
conjectures. and indications of areas for funher study; and 
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that, indeed was.Mumy's over-all evaluation of his whole 
extensive and varied contribution to the field of personality 
study. Although he insisted that he never made more than a 
b n n i n g  his work h a  been described in a book of essays 
published in  his honor as 'a unique and inexhaustible houw 
oftrcasures." 

KURT GOLDSTEIN . . 

Kun GolQltcin (1878-1965) was born in Germany and racivcd 
hi M.D. dcgrcc from the University of Brcrlau. He became dirmor 
o f t k  Neurological Institute and profusor of neurology at the Uni- 
v c ~ t y  of Frankfun. There during World War I, he .conduncd a 

- numbcr of the intcnlivc long-term ~ u d i a  of brain-injured roldicn 
on which many of his theoreti@ prsondity conccpts arc e. 
Gddrlein a h  n t  3 yun as dlnnor of the Neurological Hasp~tal 
and profasar oxcumlogy at the University of Berlin. He came to 
New York City in 1935 ar clinicll prpfcsror of ncurolqly at T u F  
McdicalSchwl. where hcrcma~ncd untli hcrctiml in 1945. Goldwc~n 
lhcn cont~nucd his privatc practice and teaching in New York Qty. 
In hi late tevcntia he bcgan a new teaching carccr. commuting 
vcckly lo Brandcb University. 

His many honors crandcd over a long and productive life. Hc 
dcliwrcd lhc William James lmura at Hamrd Univcniry in 1939. 
which werc Dublished lhc next year as Human ,Varure in lhr Lighl of 

. P q d o p r h d w .  On the coxton of his eightieth binh&y in 1958. 
.:bevasayardcd an honorary d a o r a a  by the U n i v c ~  of Frankfufurt. 

. . .. . .. . . . . . . . 

7 ';:plong mth other dirtingushed figum, hc uas one o thc found~ng 
: rponwrr of the Auociauon for Humanistic Psychology. 
. . ... . .  . 
. Goldstein's early invqlyement with Gestalt psychology, 
I phenomenology, and existentialism reflected a lifelong inter- 

in philosophical issues. On the baris of extensive studies 
with thousands of patients, he concluded that the philosoph- 
ical point-of 'view is necwary for understanding what the 

*organism actually is and how it really functions. Goldstein 
was a leader of the holistic or organismic theorists, and two 
of his major constructs were the organismic vieupoint and 
wlf-actualization, around which his personality theory is built. 
Self-actualization became an integral part of the conceptual 
framework of many later personality theorists. 

ORGANISMIC APPROACH Lurgely on the basis of his en- 
tensive work with brain-injured patients and on patienls with 
language disorders in panicular, Goldstein became i n c r e s  
ingly cemin that an atomistic approach is fundamentally 
inadequate to any real understanding of the organism. He 
therefore c.ame to believe that all aspects of living-k they 
symptoms, d i w m  states, or any of the various forms of 
behavior a person may manifest-can be appreciated only in 
terms of the total organism. To him, the o w n i s m  is always 
a unit. and anything occurring on either the physiolobcal or 
the psychological level gains in mcaning from the context of 
this totality. The organism comprises differentiated butinter- 
related pans that, under normal conditions, are never isolated. 
What happens in one part must afTect every other pan as 
well, a phenomenon now known as holocoenosis. 

In Goldstein's organismic framework. persons' interrela- 
tions with their society. the similarities and differences that 
exin between them and other m e m k n  of that society, and 
even their broader relationships to their culture and to other 
cultures must all be taken into consideration. The organism, 
in sickness and in health. was brought by Goldstein into this 
COmprehensive holistic framework. S y m p t o m s k o m e  mean- 
ingful only in terms of their functional significance for the 
whole organism. They d o  not merely a f fm a damaged p a n  
but involve attempts of the total organism to handle environ- 
m e n d  demands, for which the person's former problem- 
solving techniques are now inadequate or inapplicable. Be- 
Quu of the vast amount of information that Goldnein con- 
sidered necessary to understand the person from a truly 

organismic point of view, he strongly favored intensive, long- 
term studies of single persons. 

SELF-ACTUALIZATION Goldstein did not hesitate to as- 
sume that a living organism has genuinely creative power. 
This power is inherent in his concept of self-actualization, the 
single need that he believed to underlie all human behavior. 
What may appear to be many different needs arc merely 
different exprmions of this one imperative source of moti- 

. . vation. . . 
Although he regarded t h e  need to anualize the self as 

universal, its outlets and expressions vary from one person to 
another and from society to society. The specific potentialities 
of a person, Goldstein maintained, can be inferred from two 
facton: what the p e m n  prefers to d o  and what the person 
does best. Persons' likes and skills, therefore. pointto their 
actwl possibilities. Goldstein's view of the- organism as a 
totality did not waiter, but he did identify certain fundamen- 
131 khaviorn attitudes. and rxrformanm that tcnd to fadli- 
tare self-actuiization in healh and to hinder it in pathology. 
The major concepts a~ mming lo terms. figure and ground, 
and absvact and concrete behavior. .. :;. .:' . 

To function reasonably well, the organism must somehow 
manage to come to terms with the environment in fairly 
comfortable interaction, because the environment encroaches 
on the organism, disturbing its equilibrium but also acting as 
its source of supply. Coming to terms with the environment 
is. therefore, a double problem that demands m l u t i o n .  As 
individuals' coping methods besome more effective, their 
c h a n m  of self-actualization inirease. 

In Goldstein's view of the mrson's organismic strivings 
tomrd self-actualization, thereire constant shihs between-a 
central fiaureand the backwound from which it emerees The 
ability t o  keep this p r m k  smooth and plastic isWseen as 
essential for adequate coping with the environment, becauw 
it facilitates appropriate problem solving. Perception, Gold- 
stein maintained, is organized around that process. as is living 
itself. He also distinguished between the conscious and the 
unconscious in much the wme way. The unconscious be- 
comes the background resenoir for previously conscious aids 
to wlf-actualization that can become central again, should 
they be requircd. Impairments in the ability to shih figure 
and ground rapidly and appropriately rcprcsent a wious  
handicap to functioning efficiently at virtually all levels and 
reprexnt a major dificulty for brain-injurcd organisms. 

Goldstein regarded the ability to react abstractly or con- 
cretely as the situation demands as another cardinal q u i r e -  
ment for self-actualization. Action was thought of as in the 
m l m  ofthe concrete.The abstract attitude may lead to action 
but docs not in itself include it. In the concrete situation, the 
response aroused is triggered directly by the anual stimulus 
In the abstract attitude, persons prepare themselves to act b y ,  
such processes as considering, evaluating, and deciding Gold- 
steinrrgarded the abstract attitude as the human oGnism's 
hiahest and ascntial abilitv. but smooth function in^. demands 

s k h  in shifting appropria&ly from concrete to abstract re- 
sponses as the situation q u i r e s .  D i s t u r h n m  in that ability 
represent a serious problem area for the brain-injured orga- 
nism. 

ORGANISMIC GOALS IN SICKNESS AND HEALTH Gold- 
stein ~3iw self-actualization as involving somewhat different 
goalsin sickness and in health. The organism in a pathological 
ware may. for example, be forced to limit expressions of self- 
actualization to maintenance of the status quo, discharging, 
tension as much as possible and perhaps concentrating merely 
on survival. 

Goldstein rcgvded pathology as always aryx'iatcd with 
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isolation to some dcgrct, so that the organism's whole integrity 
is threatened. F a d  nith that threat, sick persons may re- 
spond rigidly and compulsi\~cly, fall back to morc primitiye 
levels of  behavior, consvict interesm and activity, or withdraw 
into routines. The! maybecome perseverative, manifest fa- 
tigueand retrmt from challenge, or merely refuse to undertake 
an? task in which they envision the possibility of failure. 
Goldstein regardal all such behaviors as 'causlrophic reac- 
tions.- responses of the damaged persons to what they inter- 
pret as devastating conditions with u,hich they arc unable to 
mpe. Even thox  responses were thought of as attempts at 
self-acrualization, within the limited responv repertoire re- 
maining. 

Self-actualization Ax, molded Goldstein's interpretation of 
psychotherapy. He believed that patient and therapist enter 
into a relationship of 'communion." a union that enhances 
the self-realization of both patient and therapist. Because the 
patient's problems arise from the disruption of mutual rela- 
tionships between self and others, Goldstein regarded this 
communion as a prerequisite for successful treatment. 

In contrast to h e  impaired organism, Goldstein slw the 
healthy person's wlf-actualimtion drive as inducing spontane- 
ity. creativeness, genuine self-expression, and nillingncss to 
accept some amount of risk with a spirit of adventure and 
confidence. The healthy person is, therefore, able to reach 
what Goldstein c d c d  the "sphere of immediacy," where the 
human becomes truly dynamic and finds the source ofgenu- 
inc wholeness and creatiGty. For Goldstein. the sphere of 
immediacy and iu dynamic character are the vital aspects of 
human living, 

Abraham M.%lou(1908-1970) uar born in Brooklyn, N c u  York. 
and mrnpleled both his undergraduate and pduale  work at the 
Unibcnity of Wlronsin. HIS prcdcdoral slud~er placed h o q  cm- 
pha$s on Wamnian ,khanon+, and his early portdonod rncarch 
uas in thc area of a m a l  behawor. As the ranac of h ~ s  o m  lntcras 
braadcncd, howvn, he came to rcmgnizt thit many of thc more 
onhodox mnwtr cf wicntific mythology were insullicicnt for a 
mwnindul appro~ch to human beha~orand cx cnce. H e w  a 
Carncgic lcllw a1 Cnhtmbia University in 1935, aEwhich hclo~ncd 
lhr famltv of BrcoWvn Collrnr whm he rcmamcd unul I931 Al 
Brandcis Unjv& ,;uh$~b;;;* ~i &f-;~&dc-haiYan of 
the depanmcnt o ? m h o l w  until 1969. hc urn* voluminously. 
lmurrd eilcnsi*rly;dod &wd mmy honors. Hc was +dmr of 
the division olpcnonalip and sccid psycholop and akothc division 
ofslhctin. m i o g  as prcddcnl of thc Amcncao h h o l ~ c a l  As- 
wialion in 1967. As a l d ~ m  m k a m a n  for lhc third-force movc- - .  ~~~~ - 

men1 in prycholcp Madow spent I+ ly y& 0 f . h  Lilc as ~ i d c n t  
fellow a1 the W. Iaughlin Foundauon 10 Mcnlo Park. Cahiornla 

Maslow felt &ngJy that the & i d  application of the scien- 
tific model of the. phydcal r ienccs to psychology allowed 
merely a pytial pinure of the human being, rather than a 
holistic one. Kurt Goldstein's self-actualization theory influ- 
encad him itrongly:. Believing ih the need to undersknd the 
totality in, order to u d e m a n d  at all, Marlow appealed for 
considerable broadening of psychology bothin  content and 
in method. Such a psychology should bc firmly based on the 
humanistic approach and should bc willing to accept and 
understand human kingsas  they are. Maslow did not attempt 
to ovenhrow more conventional methods, for he saw his 
version of humanistic psychology as complementary, rather 
lban as an alternative to them. The additions he proposed 
would. he believed. m o r e  to scientific study the many im- 
ponant aspects of human functioning and levels of awareness 
that are cunomady omined in traditional investigation. 
730% omissions, Maslow suggened, have cut the person 
down to a size mamgeablc by available instruments but have 
done so at the con of losing sight of the reality of the human 
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being Oversimplification has obscured the v e v  realities that 
science seeks. Scientific study mun, therefore, be expanded 
sufficicmly to restore its own Ie@timate goals. That shih 
Maslow described as the transition from a means-oriented to 
a prohlcm-oriented science. 

Maslow invested ~ 4 t h  scientific respectability such vital 
human areas as individuality. consciousness, purpose, ethics, 
morality, goodness, beauty, authenticity, identity, and the 
whole range of potentialities that he saw as inherent in hu- 
manness. These potentialities included the penon-transund- 
ing values and realities of a higher level of humanness and 
self-actualizadon. 

Maslow rvas well aware that initial s~udies in new areas are 
apt to be imprecise and poorly conceived. They are, nevenhc- 
less, imponant beginnings, and without such first times, sci- 
ence cannot progress beyond its present constricted bound- 
aries. He devoted much of his professional life to such initial 
nudies, opening up a number of areas of psychological expe- 
rience hilherto considered as scientifically out-of-bounds. 

Maslow rcgrded the overconcern of many personality 
theorisls with psychopathology as a funher limit on undcr- 
sunding human behavior. That emphasis, said Maslow, has 
fostered a one-sided picture of the human being and an 
unneceswrily pessimislic view of human potentialities. Some 
of Maslow's major contributions result from his emphasis on 
ha l thy  people. 

Marlow mainlined that mentiallv diiTercnt wcholoeies ~~ ~- 

arise from studying the sick and the healthy, and \;e i n s i k d  
that both are pan of a more complete picture of humanness. 
Maslow looked to the hwlthy because thcy can teach people 
a b u t  the higher levels of human awareness and how to 
approach them. He emphasized the value of such features as 
spontaneity, self-accepmnce, impulsive-awareness, natural- 
neis, and release as imponant counteracting agents, acting. 
againn h e  destructive tendencies h a t  come from thwarting 
a person's higher nature. The sick indicate what happens if 
human needs, values, and u a n u  are not fulfilled. but the 
healthy show what is needed for self-fulfdlmcnt. 

HIERARCHY OF NEEDS One ofiaslow's major contnbu- 
tions was his recognition of the  hierarchical organization of 
needs aacording to their potency and primacy. He identified 
a broad range of needs that he regarded as intrinsic and 
prevnt in everyone and thus labeled them as basic or instinc- 
tual. The most powerful and prcpotent are fundamental mr- 
rival-oriented ncedr uith a clear physiological basis aimed at 
removing a deficit, su'ch as hunger or thirst. As those n& 
are fulfilled, other less powerful n n d s - ~ s u c h  as the n o d s  for 
shelter. affection. and self-esteem--can become effective m e  
tivato; in their ;urn. Only after those prcpotcnt deficiency, 
or  D-nods, arc filled can more subtle growth-oriented being 
B n d  or metaneeds. play a primary motivational role. To 
this s m n d  group hfaslow assigned such uniquely human 
dcsirts as impulses lo freedom, bcauty, goodness, unity, and 
justice: 

Initially, Maslow saw wlf-actualization as the h i g h a  need. 
In his later ycan, however, he considered the desire for self- 
transcendence to k higher still. Those higher n a d s  arc ini- 
tially weak, subtle, and easily disturbed by adverse envimn- 
men& attitudes, and habits. For most people, they nquirc 
considerable nurturing if thcy are to flourish, but flourish they 
must if persons are to find full expression for thcir basic 
humanity and avoid what Maslow termed the 'metapalhol- 
ogics," such as boredom, cynicism, and lack of inspiration. 
The rank ordering of  be hierarchy may actially reverse once 
the p m o n  discovers the existence and a n r a d o n  of the me- 
tan& For example. the penon commined to =If-actuali- 
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ration or tran&epdence may willineJy undergo almost all 
other forms of deprivation to obtain the desired goal. 

To date, research support for Maslow's hierarchy is equiv- 
ocal, although the concept has become widely acccpted and 
has had considerable heuristic value. 

CONFLICT OF NEEDS Maslow saw Dneeds and B-needs 
as generating a fundamental and inherent conflict. Dneeds 
induce behavior aimed at supplying deficiencies, and the 
penon must depend on other people and external things. The 
resulting dependency tends to m&e the person fearful. be- 
caw the source of supply may fail. The p m u m  of Dneeds 
is, therefore, apt to indun regressive behavior and lead to 
defensiveness, clinging to the past, and fear of growth and 
independence. Bneedr, however, are cszntially growth-ori- 
ented. They minimize the sense of threat, reduce hostility, 
and allow the person to become more selfdirectcd. self- 
suficient, and selfconlainmi. ITn& and Bnecds, then, 
prusure the person in opposite directions, and the whole 
process of developing h m e s  an endlcss wries of free choice 
situations. Everyone must choose beween ufety and growth, 
dependence and independence, rrgression and prograsion, 
immaturity and maturity, 
' 

Conllin is therefore regarded as more or less ineviuble. 
although its intensity varies considerably, and genuine growth 
can d o  much t o  minimizs, it. The thmning of basic needs 
leads to the development ofneurotic needs that, k i n g  actually 
impossible to satisfy, result in u z t c d  energy and human 
potentiality. Maslow saw that as the fundamental mgedy of 
mental illne+r:Basic needs, however. a n  at least be gratified 
.to a reasonable extent, because they entail comparatively free 
choices and foster a healthy growth process. 

From Maslow's theoretical framework, all forms of human 
behavior can be thought of in terms of the joint operation of 
D-needs and 8-needs. The panicular form of the behavior 
depends on the ratio of regressive to progressive morir.stion 
involved. Maslow u u d  the need to know as an example of 
how the same need can operate under differe'nt conditions 
and with different outcomes. On the one hand, the nced to 
know can serve primarily as a stimulus't~lessen the anxiery 
of the unknown. In that nse, the resulting behavior aims at 
threat reduction, detoxification of the friphtening object. On 
the other hand, the same need to know can also lead beyond 
the limited goal of reducing anxiety and offer the penon 
higher satisfaction as well. Shifting the balance from D-needs 
to B n d  becomes the real purpow of education, therapy. 
and life itxlf. Whole cultures and thought systems can be 
studied in those terms. for their essential character depends 
on which set of needs predominates within them. 

SELF-ACTUALIZATION AND PEAK EXPERIENCES Mas- 
low's chief way of approaching health was through studies of 
thox  persons who he believed were its best examples-thow 
pcnonscharacterized by *xlf-actualizingcrutiveness.* which 
he considered a generalized orientation that leads toward 
health and growth. Spffial talcnts may or may not be in- 
volved, inasmuch as the truly creative actualize themselvesin 
everything they do. Self-actualization, a central concept in his 
thinking, was delined by Maslow in Farrher Reaches o/Hu- 
man Nalure as 

cxpcricncing fully, vividly, wlflczd . with full conccnmtion and 
lo~ll  absorption ... rhc person is wholry and fully human. 

Human nature contains all the ptentialities for such ex- 
periencing, but i t  is the proccri of self-actualization that leads 
to its accomplishment. Maslow felt self-ac~ualizers displayed 
shared characteristics and tended, for example, to be mlisti- 

a l l y  oriented, problem centered, and generally accepting of 
themwlves and others. They were also spontaneous, inde- 
pendenf and creative, and they identified with humankind. 
Their values were democratic, their sense of humor genuine. 
and most of them rcponed having had mystical or  ego- 
transcending experiences a t  some level. Maslow's increasing 
interest in egc-transcending experiences led him to specific 
studies of what he referred to as "peak experiences." 

The peak exprience was described as an episodic, brief 
occurrence in which the p e m n  suddenly experiences a pow- 
erful transcendental state of consciousness. In this slate the 
penon experiences a wnse of heightened nocmatic clarity and 
understanding; intense euphoria; appreciation of h e  holistic, 
unitive, and integrated nature of the universe and one's unity 
with it; an altered perception of space and time; and ineffa: 
bility, in that the experience is so powerful and different from 
ordinary experience as to give the sense of deljing description. 
Such experiences have been recognized in different cul tum 
and periods and have been called by many names, including 
mystical, transcendental, cosmic consciousness. and srtori. 
They tend to occur most oflen in the psychologically healthy 
and, because of their profundity, may produce long-lasting 
beneficial effects. 

Pmdoxiwlly, although those exalted states can arouse fear, 
they also offer freedom from fear; for in those states, persons 
manage to rum away fmm aggression and selidestructivencss 
and come clow to their Self, their k i n g  and even their God, 
however they may elen to define the term. Maslow had good 
revon for capitalizing such terms as "Being" and "Self" as he 
used them, for in the highest -levels of peak experiences, 
persons become truly god-like, recognizing and identifying 
with a wholly unified world. Initially, &Maslow believed that 
such high reaches were aviilable only to the chosen few, but 
he later felt that they are available to most, if not all- 
nonpeakers being merely those persons who are too fearful to 
accept and acknowledge them. 

Maslow maintained that studies of peak experiences should 
include investigations of mysticism, religious phenomena of 
all sorts, and all the ways in which human limitarions have 
been reportedly transcended. He believed that all such a p  
proaches may be only different avenues tn the great transper- 
wnal values that are pan of the uni reml  human heritagc It 
was his hope that such studies would ultimately help to bridge 
the gap between the relative and the absolute and csrablish a 
truly scientific basis for experiences of unity and eternity, 
which, from MaslowS point of view, are legitimate aspccrs of 
the realm of 0-values. As such, they are a natural pan of  
being human, and he believed that it is possible for rhe human 
being to live fairly consistently at this higher level ofawareness 
and experience. In the creative, positive, and healthy charac- 
teristics of self-actualizing people. Maslow found justification 
for the positive view of inherent human nature, which is a 
prominent emphasis in the whole third-force movement in 
psychology. 

GARDNER MURPHY 

Gardncr Murphy (1.895-1979) was born in Ohio and rcccived his 
Ph.D. a1 Columbia. Aflcr postdh-total study 31 Harvard, he joincd 
!he.prychnlogy dcprlmcnt o i  the City Collqc of Ncv York. A1 the 
lnvllatlon of the lnd~anpwmmenl. he wycd bncn as a consullant 
to the United Nations ducauonal. kcntlfic. and zullural Organi- 
wrion in New Dclhi. In 1952 he k a m c  director of rmarch at lhc 
Mcnningcr Foundation. Hc remained there for I 5  ycan. alter which 
hc look a posilion as profcrror of psychology at Gcoqc Washingron 

Univenily. .Murphy mtivcd many honon, includ~n lhc Bullcr 
Mcdil of Columbia Univcrsiry in l9,? rhc Gold hldal huard or 
~ h c  Amcrican Psycholopral ~oundalton'in 1972. and two hono? 
doctotala He xwed as prcs~dcnt ofthc Soc~ety for the Psycholog~cal 
Study of Social l s u a  in 1939, and of rhc American Psychologica1 



M a l i o n  in 1944. Hc has alw, t u n  prcsidmt olboth thc Arncrican 
kit? Tor Psychical Rcvarch and rhc Socicty Tor Psychicdl Rcrcarch 
in Landon. Tbc uidc nngc olhis honorr and pmfcssional alfiliations 
rcflcns ihc b m d h  of his inlcrars and ihc wide horizons o lh / s  
pcrrpmivc on human t c n d ~ t i a .  Personally he was known for hts 
!nlellec~ual courage in k k i n g  ncw ground and lor hisgcncrority to 
pmons in need 

All the theorisu discuswd here arc eclectic to some extent. 
but Murphy is perhaps the most thoroughgoing in this respect. 
He consistently argued for the inclusion of as many vantage 
points as possible from which to nudy humankind. The range. 
of his own investigations extended well beyond the conven- 
tional academic and clinical bounds into the areas of parapsy- 
chology and the largely unexplored limiu of human poten- 
tialities. The psychologies of East and West, old and new, 
were all ofconcern lo him. 

ECLECTICISM WITH A DIFFERENCE Murphy aimed to be 
comprehensive, and he selected ideas from vinually all the 
major concepq principles, and methods of the various 
branches ofps!.cholog). He was among the first topublish a 
comprehensive hislory of psychology, which remains a c lmic  
i n  iu field. He made major conuibutions to social, general. 
and educational psychology. His firm belief in the lifelong 
capacity ofpersonality to change and grow led him to envision 
almost unlimited human potentialities. Nor did he remain 
comfonably uithin the scientifically u f e  areasof invatigation 
in considering what those potentialities might be. 

Murphy was long interested in psychic or paranormal phe- 
nomena. considering them p a n  ol the  total reality of human 
kings. Although hc approached those areas with caution and 
considenblc rigor, he accepted telepathic and clairvoyant dam 
as pan of real human experience. noting that, throughout his 
pursuit of the morc usual approiches to psychology, he was 
anually leading a double life. He speculated that the scattered 
and unsystematizcd parapsychological fragments thus far 
identified may anually be clues to a niU larger universe of 
which pople  know vinuaUy nothing as yet. Unusual or 
altered nates of consciousness, such as those accompanying 
experiences of m y ,  revelation, and expnded awareness, 
'may have important implications for understanding the po- 
tcntialitiesof the burnan being in A HisroryoJPsyehology in 
Aurobiography, Murphy warned that it is perilous to take "a 
cavalier attitude toward anything in heaven or earth." 

. ~... . .. . . , 
BIOSOCIALTHEORY OF P E R S O W  Murphy accepted 
no real dininction benuan  the biological and the social 
aspeeUof pmonality. Biological k i n g  was s e n  as thebedrock 
of personality. but personality *as by no mcans regarded as 
limited to what is inside the skin. 

A separate person. to Murphy. uas largely a finion, for 
pmonality was &n as a structured organism-environment 
field that is pan o[ a still larger field, the two aspects k i n g  
engaged in constant reciprocal interaction. Murphy consid- 
ered many definitions of personality, recognizing that all 
investigaiors see in i t  what they arc trained to see. Neverthe 
l a s  Murphy a d v m t e d  not fewn Lines of study but more. He 
believed that personality is as complex as human beings and 
as little understood, and anything that can contribute to the 
present meager knowledge was made welcome within the 
broad framework of Murphy's biosocial thcory. 

PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT AND STRUCTURE Three 
a n t i a l  staga in personality devdopment were described by 
Murphy. The person begins in the stage of undifferentiated 
wholeness, progrcsws to diflerentiation of funnion, and then 
continues on to the sage  o f  integration. Regression', as well 
as progression, is possible along the way. and the  p r o m s  is 

frequently quite uneven. Each developmental stage is thought 
to involve funnions peculiar to itxll. sothat adult personality 
is by no. means merely an extension of earlier charaneristiu. 
Increasing complexity introduces real changes into the devel- 
opmental process, and the range of individual diFrencts 
broadens steadily as development continua. 

The most basic strunural units in Murphy's schema are 
psychological dispositions or organic traits. Thow tissue ten- 
sions arc gradually reconstituted into symbolic traits in the 
m u r v  ofdevelopment. Persdnality characterininderive from 
organic traits that have been either channeled into specific 
forms of behavior or redirected by conditioning as the penon 
develops: Learning thus pla)5 a major role in the process, but 
charancristically, Murphy saw learning i w l f  as a xries of 
organism-environment intekctions in which the biological 
given is guided and modified by external factors, a process 
that has recently been more widely recognized by biologists 
and named *probabilistic epigenesis." Murphy identified four 
broad categories of inborn human needs visceral, motor. 
sensory, and emergency related. Those netds arc thought to 
become incrcasinply specific in time as theyare molded by 
the person's experiences in various x r i a l  and environmend 
contexts. A major fador in bringing those changes about is 
conalizorion, the process by which a connection is established 
between a need and a specific way of satisfying it. 

Early canalizations are panicularly imponant, lor they are 
the bases for later canalizations, and they also retain h e  
power to indlrce regressive behavior under mess in thc adult. 
Early body-oriented canalizations represent the origin of the 
self, which, after going through a series of developmental 
phases, emerges as the dominant organization of the whole 
personality. The self is regarded as the unif)ing aspact that 
integrates the many disunities and discontinuities with which 
the penon must cope. Murphy also givisconditioninga heavy. 
responsibility in the process of acquired change. Unlike a- 
alization~ which produce actual changes in tension level.% 
conditioning is scen as a preparatory proass that readies be . .  
organism for tension reduction, but does not alTmtthe tension 1. 
changes themrelves. Also unlike;canalization, conditioned .... 
responses can be rudily generalized and easily shied,  extin- 

. . 
guished, and replaced. . .  . .. . " . - 

In Murphy's wrherna, canalization and conditioning I* :.T 
gether account for perceptual learning as well as behavioral ':'' 

learning Perception folloim much the same progrcsdon as 
'personality development w n n i n g  with the global blur of 
the infant, peraption p r o d  through tbe stage of diITmn- 
tiation and finally reaches integration. The p r o x s  is greally 
influenced by each pemn's internal needs, for to a large 
extent, persons sce what theywant to see, and Murphy refm 
to such internally directed perception as autistic. Becaw of 
the imporlance ascribcd to autistic p x c p t s ,  needs become 
major detcrminm of individual difTerenm in perception, as 
weU as in behavior and in cognitive sryla. 

Murphy incorporated many conccpts from general psy- 
chology into his personalily framework. In facf he maintained 
that only t h m  majoraspectsofperronalitytiudy really exceed 
the s p h m . o f  general psychology: the problrm of wlf, the 
problerq of uniqueness of the simulating situation, and the 
problem of the uniqueness of the inlegrated rcswnre. 

Murphy contribukd substantially to the thcotctical undcr- 
standins! of thore salient issues. but his o u n  interests included 
other areas chat arc not usuaily considered in general psy- 
:hology. Thw areas. which are diruswd below, represenl 
the other side of Murphy's douhle Life. . 

PARAPSYCHOLOGY Murphy's contributions to pampsy- 
chology are both theoretical and experimental. He suggcsls .: 



that. inasmuch as panpsychological or pannormal experi- 
ences may reflect essential as- of personality, to disregard 
thcm may, indeed, be to impose arbitrary restrictions on 
actual human potentialities. Murphy urged applying a genu- 
inely experimental method to the are3 in order to arouse 
serious i n t e n t  and to encourage scientific investigation of 
previously taboo experiences. 

His approach to parapsychology was scientific in method 
and cautious in interpretation. and he advocated austere 
ground rules. He hypothesized that certain phenomena, such 
as clairvoyance and mental telepathy, m3y be more normal 
than paranormal, being found comparatively rarely becaw 
most people prCfer to uphold their psychological insulation 
from a c h  other. Murphy noted that wme states-such as 
sleep, drowsiness. certain drug and toxic conditions, hypnosis, 
and delirium-are apt to be favonblc to paranormal experi- 
ences. Relaxation, the will to believe, and the ability to escape 
temporarily from the usual sensory dominance are also re- 
garded as favorable circumstances. Impedimenu to paranor- 
mal avmcness. however. include various intrapsychic barricrg 
&nditions in the general social environment, and a heavy 
investment in the ordinary types of wnsory experience. Mur- . . 
phy subsequently developed a schema relating the occurrence 
of specific typa  of paranormal phenomena to the presence of 
those facilitating and inhibitory factors and to autonomic 
nervoussystem funnio&Murphy and his students conducted 
several carcful studies that tend to support the possibility that 
paranormal procases are within the range ofordinary human 
mpabilitia. 

Murphy envisioned a truly scientific discipline within para- 
'psychology, one that will build on and extend ttie pioneering 
insighu of William James. Among his own efforts in -that 
direction was an extensive survey of documented exampla 
of parapsychological experiences, in which he discussed tele- 
pathic dreams, experimental clairvoyance, precognition, and 
other events apparently beyond ordinary sensory awareness. 
He was well a w r e  of the lack of precision pRen found in 
areas of that kind, but insisted that this unfortunate fact 
should not bc taken as scientific grounds for discontinuing 
investigations or disregrding legitimate findings. Prejudices 
associated mth pxapsychology can become barriers to knowl: 
edge, rather than honest scientific caution. 

Murphy was willing to go still funher beyond ordinary 
sensory experience in his search for the true range of human 
potentialities. His deep interest in transpersonal and unitive 
phen~mena led him to serious speculations regarding the 
higher states of consciousness. which he believed to be a 
legitimate part of the whole human experience. 

REMOTE ENVIRONMENT Murphy found as much place in 
his thinking for the immediate and remote environments as 
he did for the innerand outcr realities, and here again he 
recognized no clezr-cut dichotomy. The ?If remains the core 
of personality in his theoretical framework, but he did not 
amept a narrow new of ~ l f h o o d .  Rather, he believed that the 
expanded potential of human experience may well bc in 
opening up the usual constricted borders of the self, thus 
enabling the person to enter into s t a t a  of higher awareness. 
Alterationsin levels ofawareness. includingwallcd mys t id  
experimca. have been-reported in all culturesand throughout 
all times. Despite differences associated with time and place. 
Murphy found areas ofcommonality that. he klicved, should 
not be ignored: he argued that such experiences are not as 
different ai may be thought A person can, for example, be 
lost in an intense aesthetic reaction. in a sudden transporting 
fantasy, or in a strong wnse of religious union with God and 
the universe. In the more extreme forms, suchexperienccs 

-~ ~ - ~. 

may be felt as loss of selfor as self-expansion. as merging with 
the outcr world or entering more fully into inner awareness. 
Either way, the experience itself is real to the person. 

Throughout Murphy's life, the full nnge of human poten- 
tialities remained as a challenge lo him, and hisown scientific 
imperative was to investigate all kinds of people, methods, 
and ideas. rejecting none arbitrarily. 

KURT LEWlN 

Kurt Lmin (1890-1947) vac born in M i a  and rcccivcd his 
Ph.D. dcgrce in 1915 at the Univcni of Bcrlin, whcrc he s u k -  
qucntly rase to f-rial r a r k  -ihmXe w d m l  zswiatcd with 
the foundcn or&sfalt psychology, and his fame &came i n t m -  

~ - ~ .  .~ 
bmfusor and dimor  of the R m h  CcnLcr for Group D y n a z a  

Lcwin is c d t e d  with the well-known remark, 'There is 
nothing so practical as a good thmry," and the major bio- 
graphical account of his lire and work by A. J. Marrow is 
appropriately called The Pracrical Theorist. Lewio shifted his 
major areas of focus several times duiing his w e e r ,  but he 
never abandoned his emphasis on sound theory. His profes- 
sional c a r n r  began with m d i a  of learning and perception, 
from which he turned his anention to the dynamics of con- 
flict. frustration, and the problems of individual motivation. 
becoming increasingly concerned in his later years with wxial 
issues and group p r a a s e r  Unfortunately, Lcwin did not 
live to draw up an organized overview of his personality 
theories 

Two of his chief ;heoretical conuibutkns are the field 
approach and group dynamics. He borrowed the field a p  
proach from physics and adapted it to psychology. That 
methodological and conceptual framework has stimulated 
considerable research. Although his panicular diagrammatic 
symbol system is no longer widely used, there is little doubt 
that field theory remains a strong influence on current per- 
sonality theory. Group dynamics has alw had an impact on 
later developments in psychology. In thisconnection. Lewin's 
influence is highly contemporary. 

FIELD THEORY Lewin regarded the person and the enn- 
ronment as pans or regions of the same psychological field. 
In Field Theory in Sucial Sciences, Lewin defined a field as 

the totality of mcrisdng 
intcrdepcndent. 

fans which are conccivcd of as muiually 

Behavior thus becomes a function OF the person and the 
environment or. in Lewin's well-known formula. B 7 F(P, 
E). Beginning with this first single division of the tield into 
the two regions of person and environment. L w i n  anempted 
to work out a framework suitable forthc scientific study of 
human behavior in general and the prediction of its specific 
e x p w o n s .  He preferred to use mathematics, the uadidonal 
language of scienn. rather than vcrhal descriptions. in reprc- 
senting the p c ~ n s n v i r o n m c n t  field and b e  influencaaning 
on it. He considered two general influences, which he called 
topological, or  suuctural. and dynamic. 

Topdoglcal concepts Lmin  uwd topology, a nonmetric 
branch of m a ~ c m a t i c g  both to p m n t  his svuctural field 
conccpu in mathematical terms and to depict them in dia- 
gnmmatic form. He ancmptcd through that approach to 
clarify the interconnstionsof the different regions of h e  field 
at a particular moment and to show the nature of the bound- 
aries separating thcm from cacb other. P e ~ n  and environ- 
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men1 together make up what Lcwin called the "life space." 
Within that space. which represents a field in constant flux, 
Lcwin placed eveg~hing that influences behavior at a given 
time. In his topological diagnms, person and environmeni 
are depicted as two separated areas that together constitute 

' the life spacc and that are enclowd within it. The whole area 
is bounded off from the nonpsychological environment or 
foreign hull, much as the person and the environmenl are 
separated from each other by a boundary within it. The 
environment, as Lewin regarded it, docs not necessarily cor- 
respond to external reality. Rather, the term refen to the 
ps?chological cnvironm.ent, the cnvironment as persons in- 
terpret it. People and their environment are the. basic struc- 
tural elements in Leuin's concept oftopological spam. Group 
and individual behavior arc thought of in terms of the inter- 
actions of regions within the life space, along with those 
interactions between the life space and adjacent areas of the 
nonpsychological environment that lie outside. Within the 
life space, both the person and the environment are regarded 
as funher subdivided into areas or  cells by additional bound- 
aries, the subdivisions being represented by increasingly com- 
plex topological diagnms. 

T o  predict behavior, one mun  identify all the environmen- 
tal regions influencing the field, as well as all those regions 
operating at !he rime. uithin the pcrson and in impinging 
segments of the foreign hull. and one must recognize and 
understand the quality of thcir interactions. 

Dynamic concepts Lewin used the term "dynamic"to refer 
to conditions of change. especially to forces. A primary dy- 
namic concept in the pcrson synem is the nerd, which was 
Lewin's chief motivational connruct. A need arouses tension, 
which is then reduced or equalized as the need is met through 
either action or ideation. Regardl& of the method used to 
restore the person's equilibrium. Lewin identified three stages 
through which needs typically proceed. hunger, satiation, and 
oversatiation. T h o x  nates a+ associated with another dy- 
namic concept, that of valency. A valence was defined as the 
value wilh which a person invests a parZicular environmental 
region in terms of its potential for nced satisfaction. A positive 
valena  is associated with the hungersiagc of need arousal, a 
neutral valence with ratiation, and a negative valence with 
oversatiation. For example. hungry pmons  are likely to be 
strongly artracted to a restaurant, the investment lcsening as 
their hunger is satisfied: Should they eat too much, they arc 
apt to react to the renauraot with actual aversion. 

In Lcwinian terms; then, an unsatisfied need arouses tcn- 
sion, tension induces dixquilibrium, and persons react to 
ra tore  their equilibrium through either realistic or unrtalinic 
means. The actual motive power for making the restoration 
is rescrvtd in Lewin's systcm for the concept of fo ra ,  a 
dynamic connruct diagrammatically rcpnscnted by a vector. 
The n d  arises in. the person, but the f o r a  exists in the 
environment. A force of sufficient s t r e n ~  pressures persons 
toward tension reduction, and they x l s t  a path into the 
environment by which to accomplish the reduction. They 
may also respond by restructuring the environment or simply 
by changing their perception of the situation, so that it n o  
longer arouses tension in them. Their reactions are largely 
influenced by what L w i n  called his level of aspiration, the 
dcgra  of difficulty p m n t e d  by the goal toward which thcy 
are striving. Their levels of aspiration establish the goals they 
i n v m  with t h i  highest positive valence or peraived reward. 
and those goal& in turn, are influenced by a number of 
subjectively determined factors, a$ well as by s a i d  pressures 
and group evaluations. ! 

The concept of level of aspiration has probably promoted 

more research than an?. other sin& Le~ in ian  construct, and 
its implications are of continuing imponance. h4uch of the 
current work in achievcmcnt motivation. for example, is 
based on Lcuin's finding that difficult goals cam grcatcr 
positive valence than do easier ones. In addition, the current 
emphasis on cognitive theories of personality derives from 
Lcwin's view of goal-striving in terms of the relation between 
cognitive nrunure and the direnion and strength of the 
psychological forces. 

Lewin maintained that his topological and dynamic the* 
rics have much in common with psychoanalysis. He n o t a  
for example, that ( I )  both are concerned with emotional 
problems and the development of personality; (2) both place 
major emphasis o n  the psychological meaning that people, 
situations, and things have for the person: (3) both are in- 
volved with such concepts as need, will, and personality; and 
(4) both are unwilling to remain at the supeficial level of 
description; thcy attempt to discover deeper meanings by 
uncovering causal intcrrelauonships. 

GROUP DYNAMICS Lcuin's emphasis on psychological 
facts as major influences on behavior led naturally to his 
insiaencc that the social scientist deals with problems that 
share an eaual r d t v  with ~ h v s i d  iacu and that mint 
equally objictive study. M" i lx,  consistently maintained 
that field theory 1s asapplicable togroupsas~t is to individuals 
although with some strucfunl differences. Sern as a dynamic 
whole, the group must M studied through the interrelation- 
ships of its park. The individual person cannot be neglected 
as a pan of the larger ficld. but social scientists must also take 
into consideration the nructure of the group as a whole-its 
cultural values, its ideologies, and h e  economic facton o p  
erating within it. T o  Lewin, group life was a functioningunit, 
to be studied through careful searching out of all ihc interre- 
lationships involved and all the relevant aspccts of h e  larger. a 

field of which the group is a pan. 
The now popular term 'group dynamics" was inucduad 

by Leuin, and it is probably in thir area that his influena 6 
still most stronglyfelt. Many contempomy ttchniqua origi- 
nated here, including a c t i o n - r d &  programs for altering 
undesirable rocid conditions and T-groups for facilitating ': 

. . . . . . . insight into group p r m  . . .  

Lnvid's rocial studies involved such diversified a& a s  
Ieadersbip, child rearing. prejudia. civic planning, city hous- 
ing  and education. Toward the end of his career,.hc became 
incrtadngly involved with social issues. Thcory remained of 
primary interest to him in lhat connection, mainly because 
he was convinced that a sound theoretical framework provides 
the only dependable basis for a fwsible program of social 
improvcmcnls. Changing group standards were of major con- 
am t o  Lewin, largely bccauw he believed that persons resist 
change unlus  or unlil group values change. He atablished 
the R-h Center for Group Dynamics at the h f u c h u -  
setts institufe of Technology and helped found the Commis- 
sion on Community Intemlations in New York City at the 
request of the American Jwish  Congress. 

The c n e n a  of a group, for Lmin,  was the interdependence 
of its parts, and much of- the research at the Center was 
directed toward identifying some of tbe special qualities of 
interaction that groups achieve. Lcwin's nudcnis contributed 
their own research intcrcsls to the program, notably in the 
atas of group cohesiveness and communciation. 

Lewin believed that a factory can serve as a laboratory in 
iis own right, as can any othcr situation in which a tolal group 
culture can be studied. These studies included p u p  produc- 
tivity, group roles, intergroup mnllict, group communica- 
tions, individual and group adjustment, and the identification 
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of methods for improving group functioning After Lewin's 
death, the progiam wasmoved to the University ofMichig3n. 
where it continues to function undcr the powerful impetus he 
provided. 

SENSITIVITY TRAINING AND T-GROUPS One ofLewin3s 
major contributions multed from a request by the Connect- 
icut State Inter-Racial Commission for help in leadership 
mining and in improving racial and religious tensions. The 
initial change expximenl was conducted at a workshop in 
1946, with the aim of training the participants to handle 
people more effectively and togather data on the changesthat 
took place in the proctrs. That training group, the first of the 
now famous T-groups, consisted of more than 40 trainees, 
about half ofthem blacks or Jews and most of them educators 
or social worken. The group part icipad in an infensive 2-  
week training m u m  that locured on attitudinal and bchav- 
ioral change during the group interanion. Lcwin himself 
broke the process of !goup change down into threc phase& 
which he called unfrtezing, restructuring, and refreezing. 
Rigid altitudes and beliefs must first be unfrozen, r a i d  to' 
criucal consideration and evaluation. A renructuring of per- 

. . spective, achangc in viewpoint, then becomes possible. There- 
after. shills in attitude and behavior can occur. to be refrozen 
at more coistructive levels. 

The success of Lewin's initial training workshop and the 
later evaluation of its bng-nnge effects inuoduced a novel 
approach to reeducation. This new approach led to the estab- 
lishment of the National Training Laboratory for Group 
Development, which has grown into a major center for the 
applicationof behavioral science to social practice, paticu- 
lady through the use of T-group techniques. Lewin, in fact, 
provided the theoretiwl and experimental basis for many later 
extensions in unsitibity training and encounter groups. The 
procedures he initiated have b x n  adapted to a widening range 
of problems in interperson4 relationships and have gained 
international recognition. Sensitivity training stemming from 
Lewin's original work has been described =.the most signifi- 
cant social invention ofthis century. The approach has shown 
increasing implications for education and in dust^ and has 
exerted a profound impact on a variety of related theoretiwl 
concepts and psychothenpcutic activities. 

GESTALT THERAPY 
Thc influcncc of Einstein's ficld theory on psychologi~al rhouat 

Icd to thc dcvcloprncnt ofGalalt prychology in Gcrmany In the carly 
pan of the ccnturv. Frcdcrick S. Pcrls ( 1  893-1970) crtcndcd romc of 
Ihc princ~pla of GCS~JII prychology into the spccial form of wycho- 
thcnpy that bears iu narnc. 

Pcrls WIS born in W i n  and rmivcd his M.D. degree from rhr ' 

Univcrsiry of Berlin. Aher wrving in the Gcman army. he spnt  a 
ear at the Franklin Ncurolo~al,lnstir~te, assisting Kun Goldsiein. 

kc altcndcd [he Vicnna and rlln tnsuturcs of psychoanalysis. IeR 
Gcmany for South Afrim in the early 194& with thc hclp of Erncrt 
Jonn. and founded thcSoulh African Institute for R choanalysis in 
Johanncsbum Durina rhar ~cricd hc wrote his  fin^ book. in which 
he ourlincd Gmc ofihc p&dures latcr incorrantcd inlo ~cs la l t '  
Lhcnpy. Pcrls camc to the United Slates in 1946. Hc cngagcd in 
rivate pnnicc in New York City and iatcr eslablishcd thc New York 

rnstitute for Gnlalt Thcmov. In 1966 he acccntcd an aminrrnent 

bc rcrnaincdfdr x v c d  ?can. Shonly beforc his dcaLh. hc mhcd 10 
Vanmuvcr. British Colurnbii. and foundcd the institute for Gcrlalt 
Thmw Lhcre. 

GESTALT PSYCHOLOGY AND GESTALT THERAPY Al- 
though Gestalt psychology provides the underlying themes, it 
is by no means the only contributor to Gesult iherapy, which 
is heavily indebted to Freudian theory, to the concepts of 
Wilhelm Reich and Otto Rank. and also to existential 
thought. Geswlr therapy lwns strongly toward the third force 

in psychology, accepting its humanistic, holistic, and cssen- 
tially positive vicw of human k i n g s  and lheir potentialities. 
It is concerned with such arcas ofexperience % sclf-enhance- 
ment, creativity, and transcendence. It regards the mere ab- 
wnce of miwry and pain as an insufficient goal for living, 
looking at the person as at l ev t  potenlidly capable of achiev-. 
ing real joy. 

A gestalt, or a whole, both includes and mnwends  the sum 
of ib pans. It cannot be understood simply ar a sum of 
smaller, independent evenu. It is chiefly h t  distinctive cm- 
phasis on looking to the whole for the mcaning of the parts 
that unites a group of theorists into what is called the Gestalt 
school of psychology. According to thc-Gatall plint of vicw. 
any atomistic approach omits mcntial channeristics of ac- 
tual experience, such as value, meaning and form. A number 
of additional Gestalt principles elabomte that concept funher. 
Gatalts  are thought of as unified whola  that reflect a bal- 
anced distribution oi the  forces underlying their organization: 
When that balance is disturbed. the organism exerts efforts to 
restore it. The ficld in which the organism dm so involves 
an internal unity between the organism and iu environment. 
A gestalt may be considered a unit wgrcgated from its sur- 
roundings, but the whole relevant field is included in the 
gestalt itself. It is emphasized that genalten need not c o m -  
spond to external properties, because the p e m n s  putting' the 
gestalt together select the prception our of a larger Iield and 
thus put something of themselves into i t  It is also held that 
the strength of a particular gestalt depends on the degree of  
interdependence of the pans, Much ofthe early Gestalt cx- 
perimental work focused on' perception, particularly visual 
and auditory; however. Gestalt concepts have been applied to 
a wider range of areas, including memor?., learning. cognition, 
activity, and emotional responsiveness. Gestalt principlesthus 
constitute a basic approach potentially applicableto virtually 
all areas of human behavior, and in many ways, they overlap 
with recent developments in general syncms theory. 

Gestalt therapists, in general, consider tho* principles as 
similarly basic. Beginning with Perls. the attempt has been to 
bring the whole area of mo[ivation in10 line with Gcstalt 
concepts, thus providing a holistic approach to human espe- 
ricnce. The phenomenal world is wen as organized around 
needs, and those needs both integnle and energize behavior. 
Needs arc hierarchical and shifting. the central figure i n  the 
field being the most dominant or pressing need of the m e  
ment. As that need is met, it recedes into the background, 
making room for the nest most pressing need to assume thc 
dominantposition. That process allows need gratification to 
proceed in appropriate and orderly seqocnces, the most rele- 
vant need organizing the whole person-mvironmcnt ficld at 
any particular time. The environment is an  essential pan of 
the lield because the person must look to it for need gtisfac- 
tion. 

The Gestalt therapist also acccp& other concepts from 
Gestalt psychology. The marked emphasis on the here and 
now, perhaps the most oulstanding chmneristic of  Gestalt 
therapy, is in accord with the imporuncc that Geslalt psy- 
chology places on data from immedialc experience. Adjust- 
ment, like perception, is thought of as an organismic process 
that q u i r e s  the continual destruaion of obsolete geslalten 
and the organization of new ones. That destruction and 
reorganization process is considered csscnrid to all phases of 
living, even to the most basic requirements of  simple survival. 

. .. For the proces of shifting to function smoothly and em- 
oently, perxlns must be able to make sharp diflerentiations 
between figure and ground. In terms ofmotivation. they must 
mognizc what they need most at a given time, see il clearly 



as the central figure in the field: and thus put themselves in a 
position in which need satisfaction is possible. Well-orvnized 
motor responsiveness and goal-directed behavior result. As 
one need is met, the next must arise with cqual clarity, to be 
met with similareffectivencss. In healthy persons that shifting 
is a smooth, continuous process. In neurodc persons, the 
proccss suffers from considerable impairment. lacking the 
ability to make sharp distinctions between figure and ground. 
neurotin have cluttered fields, and their differentiations are 
uncertain. They become confused and do not know what they 
really want. They cannot distinguish between the imponant 
and the unimportant, bctwecn the relevant and the irrelevant. 
Being without consistent motivation, they tend to be disinter- 
ested in what they are doing and to find even simple activities 
hard to pursue. Their reactions k o m e  stereotypical and 
repetiti\,e, rather than spontaneous and problem+xntered. 
Unable to actualize themselves, they attempt to actualize a 
self-image. Unaware of their real needs, they direct their 
-elTom toward manipulating themselves. conlrolling their en- 
v i ronmcn~  and maintaining the status quo. 

AIMS OF GESTALT THERAPY Perls saw persons as en- 
gaged in a constant struggle for balance, bccauw their cquilib- 
rium'iscontinually beingdisturbed by the prcssuraofintcrnal 
needs or  by environmental demands. The result is incrased 
tension, which is reduced as balance is restored. That process. 
which is called organismic wlf-regul~ton, is considered basic 
to all motivation. In the neurotic person, the fundamental 
problem is that there is a severe disruption between the self 
and its environmental organismic relationship. To the extent 
to u,hich pathology disturbs the person's equilibrium, the 
therapeutic objective is to facilitate organismic balance. 

Disturbances in organismic bala?:e are thought to engender 
fear and avoidance of actual awareness. m that the genuine 
reactivity and excitement that characterize healthy experience 
arc not available. The crucial: factor in restoring balance is 
thought to be a n ~ r e n e y  which in itself can be curative. As 
Perls put it in Gesrab Therapy I'erbarim. when awareness has 
returned 

the organism &n work on the healthy ~eslalt  principle t i u t  the 
m w  imponant unfinirhed situation nill always merge and can bc 
dealt with. . . 

Unfinished situations kepi out of awareness remain unset- 
tled and highly unsenling making balance impossible. As a 
result spontaneity, frecdom, competence, creativity. emo- 
tional feelings and exp&ions all k o m e  impoverished. This 
inability to form clear and complete gcctalten fosters lack of 
energy. dullness, and confusion. People in whom these things 
occur avoid their essential organismic needs and look for 
environmental support. rather h n  for internal strengths, in 
their attempts to resolve their conflicts. 

In the Gestalt view; the neurotic person and, still more, the 
psychotic person cannot deal constructively with the many 
polarizations or  splits that characterize living in general. The 
polarizations include the dichotomies of body and mind, self 
and nonself. biological and cultural, unconscious and con- 
scious, and love and aggression. Language, thinking, percep 
lions, and all phases of living are generally dealt with through 
opposites and conlrasts. Such dichotomies pow threats to 
integration that everyone must meet and overcome. In neu- 
rotic splitting, however, the attempted raolutions are faulty 
and damaging to the wholeness of the personality. One pan 
of the split may be held out of awareness, wparated from 
oven concern, or isolated from the other pan. Unity is lost, 
and organismic functioning becomes impossible. Therapy 

must attempt to restore the personality to wholeness, to its 
true gestalt. 

This restoration process must m u r  here and now, as 
avoidances and distortions are encountered in the actual 
therapeutic situation. The therapist work with such patients 
to help them make genuinely creativeadjustments toaprewnt 
situation, completing gestalten that would othemise remain 
unfinished and would, therefore, become disruptive. Integra- 
tion is facilitated by the strengthening and supponing ofeach 
patient's real nceds, interests, and wishes. This integration 
rcquiresthe fusion of splitsthat, if leh as dichotomies, product 
conflict and, in the extreme, incapacitation. 

The integration of conflicting tendencies, however, leads 10 

the development of constructive traits. For example, a fusing 
of impulws toward love and aggrersion may result in healthy 
self-arscnion and genuinely reciprocal relationships. Such 
integrations enable persons to give up outworn responw pat- 
terns, unrealistic aspirations, and attempts at over-control. 
Figure and ground can then be more sharply dimerentiated. 
and appropriate and real need satisfaction becomes possible. 
Being aware of what is really happening to them, patients 
recognize that they are in charge of themselves. They relin- 
quish reliancton the therapist and begin to h k e  responsibility 
for their own treatment, just as they give up their overde- 
pendence onenvironmental support and stan to take charge 
oftheir o u n  lives. ......- 

The immediate goal of>Genalt therapy, then, is restoration 
of full awarenes to patients. From a long-range point of view. 
the purpose is to restore to them all their previously crippled 
personality functions so that they can release their inherent 
potentialities. Healthy contact with themselves and with the 
environment must be established, replacing the unhealthy 
pr- that substitute forgrowth and impede integration. 
Neurotic patients are unable to be themwlves, cannot interact' 
comfortably with the environmenl, and are reduced to ma-- ' 
nipulation through playing r o l u  A crucial asp& of Gata l l  
therapy is. therefore, opening up the field to all that the 
unhealthy mechanisms have excluded. Other awecls of per- 
sonality development that may h a v ~ b e e n  crippledalong the 
way must also be restored. Forexample, frustration tolerana 
must bc increased. for frustration fosters growlh, rather than 
impedes it. To a large extent, the various subgoals to be met 
during tratment can be subsumed under the conap t  of 
achieving total awarenesr In a sense, that total awareness is 
regarded as both a means and an end. Truly aware persons 
have no need for neurotic mechanisms because they arc free 
to actualize ihcmselves as they Rally arc. The fuU awareness 
at which Gestalt therapy finally aims is thought t o  lead to a 
slate of completeness and joy in which, as Naranjo exprcacs 
it in The Techniques ojGesralr Therapy. persons open them- 
selves 

TECHNIOUES OF GESTALT THERAPY Ekcauw the basic 
purpow.'of Gestalt thenpy is to restore patients to full aware- 
n e w  the techniques used are largely dirccted toward opening 
upd i rm,  immediate experience; that is, what they are feeling 
doing and thinking right now. That immediate experience is 
theonly reality in the therapeutic situation. In that experience, 
patients can recognize just how they operate, how they defeat 
and deceive themselves, and how they f u s ~ r a t e  their own best 
interests.They we a sample of their life-styleright in front of 
them. They are tnined to observe themselves by bringing 
ongoing experience into awareness and keeping it there. In- 
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terprewtion, intellectual activity in general, and all forms of 
merely "thinking about" are discouraged. Efforts are directed 
toward finding out what they experience. not why they expe- 
rience what they do. The therapist is alen to signs of feelings 
that are being denied awareness, whether in facial expression, 
vocal tone, posture. or body movements. The therapist's chief 
function is to bring each patient'sattention back to immediate 
experience whenever it wanden. 

In GaLtlt therapy. patients encounter themselves. Pcrls 
extended the tern *encounter," which is becoming increw 
ingly popular in other therapeutic contexts, to include both 
intnpersnnal and interpenonal communication. Conflicts of 
either kind must entail at least two sides, and patients must 
experience and accept both sides if the conflict is to be 
resolved. They must t3ke back into awareness e v e d i n g  that 
was excluded. and they cannot let anxiety hold them back. 
The process is often unplusant and %met ima quite upset- 
ting The patienu' reuoflections, projections. and intmjec- 
tions must h brought into awareness as they actually watch 
themselves using them. Only as patients recognize them can 
they begin to take responsibility for such distonions. Only as 
they take responsibility for these distortions can they decide 
t o  le t  them go. As they attempt to use various defensive 
maneuvers to avoid looking at unacceptable feelings, the 
thenpin  consistently redirects their attention to them. How- 
ever painful il may be, the patients must look at what they 
havetried to avoid andmust  aaep t  responsibility for their 
feelings. 

The process is facilitated by cemin techniques. rcferrcd to 
as rules and games. The purpose of themlcs is to establish a 
therapeutic situation in which the patients' attention is kept 
in che context of their p e n t  experience. For example. it 
may be suggested that they uw the present tense in verbalizing. 
that they use 'IM instead of "it" in referring to the body and 
what it does, or that they a d d m  other people directly, n ther  
than talking about them. The games are more explicit tech- 
niques for bringing patients into incrwsingcontact with them- 
selves. 

In the gameofwliingsides, patients are encouraged to bring 
both sides of a pnicular conflict into conscious experience.. 
It is onen done through dialogue, a kind of encounter tech- 
nique in which patienu carry on an oven dirussion between 
both pans of the split in their personality. Probably the 
primary encounter in Gatall  therapy is that between top dog 
and underdog. the passive-aggressive split in the personality. 
Top dog is the bullying demanding. authoritarian. ;and self- 
righteous side of the split. Underdog is dependent and ovenly 
compliant, but is passively manipulative. The dialogue aims 
at bringing both sides together, enabling them to declare a 
truce long enotlgh ro lis~cn ro each o ~ h e r  and become recon- 
ciled. Other conflicts a n  be resolved in the same way. The 
patients may also tc urged to take responsibility. Tha! repre- 
sents an  attempt to imprcss on them that they must not avoid 
accepting feelings as their own. They arc, therefore. asked to 
express whatthey feel openly and without reserve, concluding 
their natemenls by adding 'and I rake mponsibility for it." 

The therapist, as well as the patients, plays an extremely 
active role in the therapeutic process. The patients attempt to 
avoid problems and to defend against pain. The thenpin 
wwes to countcnct such attempts and draws each patient's 
anention to avoidance mechanisms to signs of phobic behav- 
ior, and to other defensive and unproductive anitudes and 
feelings. The Gestalt viewpoint emphasizes the value of frus- 
tration in fostering growh. The ther~pist may, therefore. 
deliberately frustrate patients to help incrcasc frunration tot- 
cnnce  and break through an impasre. Above all, patients 

must come to place confidence in themselves and lo do so 
must mognize the fanmy nature of the impasw they espe- 
rience. They must come to gips with all that they are misting 
i n  themselves. Although they approach that task with g m t  
anxiety, it nevertheless represents thc one way out. 

Dreams arc considered panicularly imponant in the pro- 
cess. They arc approached. not through intcrpretation, but by 
reliving them. Patients act them out like a d n m a ,  playing the 
ro la  of the people and even the objecu chat the d r a m  
conlainr A game that may be used for that purpose is the 
empty chair. a technique in which patienu are instructed to 
change seats as they take the role of difI'ercnt figures in the 
dream. In recent ywn ,  various Gestalt techniques have b x n  
broadly incorporated into other therapik and other then- 
pies-such as dance. body. work, and Reichian techniqu- 
have, in turn. been combined with Gestalt techniques. 

The handling of the drramwork in G d t  therapy may be 
considered a miniature form of the whole thenpeutic p r o m s  
The dream is a story woven around difl'erent pans of the self 
i n  its various conflicting asp%. If the different levels of the 
drram can be brought into full awarcnessand accepted, then 
integntion a n  replace conllict That restoration of wholeness 
is the goal of all the techniques of G-lt therapy because it 
is regarded as the god of life. G d t  therapy implies a 
prescription for the. good life that' is quite similar to its 
theripeutic procedures. The elements of the prescription. as 
suggested by Nannjo  in his various writings, include the 
following Live now. Live hcre. Stop i m a ~ n i n g  and needless 
thinking Express, rather than manipulate, justify. and judge. 
Do not restrict awareness. Accept only your own "shoulds." 
Take mponsibility for your own fee l ins  thoughts, and ac- 
tions and, finally. surrender to k i n g  what you are. 

JACQUES LACAN 
Jasqva h n n  w a r  born in Rrir in 1901 and studicd rnhlicinc and 

prychi?lq. Whtlc undcruling prychoanal)lic tninlnp. he ?I= stud- 
~d ahllowahv and strumudum. It u s  LzLrvlnuls ~o~llcallon or 

~ ~ 

d o n  to psychoanal)~is.-. 
He was a mcmkr of rhc Psyhoa?al)?ic %cry of Pans until thc 

19% when hc led a group demaodlng more flc~ble lnlnlng mcth- 
cds. He and wvcnl othcn ,migncd from the v e t y  and were hcn 
cxcludcd from thc Intcrnat~ond PsychoanalyIrc Awc~at~on.  Subu- 
auenrlv. he rounded his o m  innilutc. the Frcudian School of Park 
ihich-hu become thc mnwr Frcoch rntnin lacil~ty. His influence 
pn the conrincnr hrl( conttnued 10 grow, andat  is becoming !n- 
mgly well known in h e  Uoitd Slates. 

On the European continent today, Jacques hcan ' s  name 
is synonymous with psychoanalysis. So, a t  least, think a 
significant number of people of the man whom Ps)'chology 
T o h y  called 'the most controvenid Freudian since Freud," 
and whom the journal .t/ogoijne Li!ieroire d e c h c d  had 
generated more ideological upheavals than 3ny philosopher 
or politician. 

Controversies around Lacan encompass his theories, pnc- 
tices, and writings. His theories have anempted an unconven- 
tional marriage between linguistics/structunlism and psycho- 
analysis, while his practices includc an  arbitrary shortening of 
the formerly sacrosanct 50-minute therapeutic hour. His wit-  
i n s ,  which display a genius for obscurity. exude a hermetic 
impcnetnbility. It is somctima thought that Lacan is bril- 
liant. but no one can be quite sure, h u e  as the ;Vm York 
Times Book Review stated, 'If undemanding Lacan is not 
exactly guesswork. it is nonethelcsi a highly precarious b u i -  
m.- 

. p e  easiest way to summarize Lacan's work is lo a y  that 
he has anempted something o f a  synthesis between the Nuc- 
tudralism of LcviStraus, Roman Jakobson. and de Sausure 
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and Freud's psychoanalysis. The French school of structural- 
ism draws heavily on the study of linguistics and the central 
notions of ( I )  the distinction between signifier and signified; 
(2 )  the distinction between metaphor (relations of similarity 
and substitution) and metonyn (relations of  contiguity and 
connection); and (3) the concept of language as a s)nem of 
signs (or symbols), each of which gains its meaning only by 
vinueofits rclationship toall othcr signs, and whose operation 
or use follows a panicular structure or syntax. Syntax is the 
relation of sign to sign: semantics is the relation of sign to 
thing.-For example, the semantic meaning of the word 'tree" 
is a real Ires; rhe syntac6cal meaning of rhe word "tree" is 
determined by how it relates to other words and signs in the 
language. Semantics is a matter of convention; s y n m  is held 
to be a deeply-embedded or native structure, independent of 
conventions. 

For Lacan, "the world ofwords creates the world ofthings." 
and the unconscious is not so much a seething cauldron of 
cnergjes, but rather is structured like a language. Freud's 
condcnslltion becomes metaphor, and his displacement be- 
comes mctonym-not a matter of instinctual energies. but of 
linguistic signs. The primary p r e s s ,  which Freud defined as 
the free flow of energy, becomes the free flow of meaning 
and.the secondary process is the linguistic appropriation of 
free-flowing meaning into more structured and intentional 
meanings. A symptom, likewist, becomes a sign or symbol. 
and the task of the therapist is to interpret the symbolic text. 

As infants develop, they go through an imponant phase 
called the 'minor stage," where they first learn to recognize 
themulvcr, but only by taking the role of the 'othcr." This 
recognition leads, simulwneourly, to the possibility of self- 
alienation. In fan ,  the ego for b c a n  isessentially an alienated 
strunure: it is the self objectified. The real subject is a set of 
relationships-especially throu@,-iinguage and information 
exchange-but the ego is a defensive, self-alienated, falw self. 
It is the self identified, in the imaginary realm, with the other, 
and the unconscious is 1argely:"the discourse of lhc othcr." In 
other words, the ego is a falw *If h u e  it is an objectified 
and alienated entity or  thing not a relationship. that results 
when the self identifiewith the othcr in discourn. It is built 
on a "splitting" which is ultimately traceable to the mirror- 
stage. In thctipy, the imaginary identification of self with 
other 6vcs way to the symbolic differentiation of self and 
other, and the 'empty words" of imaginary discourse with 
the othcr arc replaced ,yith the 'full words" of symbolic 
discourse between two fuUy diflerentiated individuals. The 
ego, in shon, is a narcissistic identification with the other and 
is governed by the desires and demands o f lhe  ohm.  not o f  
the self or truc-subject In therapy, or in development itself, 
the child or client has to learn to t r a m n d  imaginary iden- 
tifications uith parents and others and thus drop its false and 
sclf-alienated mode of relationship. 

In therapy, the shofleningof the traditional SC-minute hour 
has aroused intense reactions of aU kinds, including the sug- 
gestion that it is done for financial reasons. Lacan himself 
says he used it as a means for cutting shon long-winded 
rednances and for intensifying the therapeutic relationship 
and procas. As with most of Lacan's innovations, the t rue  
value of this change kuncerthin, but hopefully, it will be 
decided through careful investi&ation, rather than by polem- 
ical debates. . . . . 

RAYMOND CATELL 
Raymond Cancll uaf born in Ehgland in 1905 and obraincd his 

Ph.D. and Doclor of Soen? dcgrccs from the Univrmly of London 
More moving lo lhe Unrlcd Slarn 

Hc hcld G o u s  academic positions bclorc accepting an appoint- 

mcnt at thc Univcnily of Illinois in 1944, where hc rcmaincd until 
his rclircmcnt in 1973. Subwquently, he has bccn a blwling profwr  
at thc Univcrdly of Hawaii. Hc w a s  a founder and finr pra~dcnt of 
~ h c  Socicn for Multivarialc Exocrimcnlal Psvcholm and in 1953 
w a s  au-arded the Wcnncr-Gran krirc of lhc h'cw Y G ~  Acadcmv or 
Scicna. 

His work hzbccn markcd throughout by a slapgering.mmbinalion 
ofbrcadth and produclivity. In 1964, nudcnuand anonatcocounrcd 
his collmivc uorks lo be at lcast 22 Wks and monGgraphr. I2 
inlclllecna and oc~na l i lv  t a u  with asmated handbwks. and well , ~ - -  ~ 

over 230 anicla and cha$cm 

Canell more than anyone else has introduced to perxlnality 
assessment and theory the use of multivariate anal-: satis- 
tical procedures that simultaneousl! examine the relationship 
among multiple variables. With their use. Canell and other 
multivariate analysts have been able to open a new era in 
personality racarch, marked by greater objectivity, quantifi- 
cation, identification of underlying source traits, testing of 
reliability and validity, construction of increasingly sophisti- 
m t e d  test measures, and precise mathematical formulation 
between \.aiables. 

CAlTELL'S VIEW OF PERSONALITY RESEARCH Cat- 
tell emphasizes the importance of objective systematic inves- 
tigation and the application of sophisticated mul~ivariateanal- 
yses. He distinguishes among three methods in personality 
research: bivariate, multivariate, and clinical. He is quite 
critical of the bivariate approach, which studies only two 
variables at a tim?."manipulating one and measuring the 
other. His complaint is 1hat such approachcs arc piecemeal 
and that, bennse manyimponant variables mnnot be exper- 
iment;llly manipulated, bivariate rcwarchers frtquenlly ex- 
amine trivia. 

He x e s  the clinical method as having the vinue of studying 
important behaviors in a relatively naturalistic way but as 
lacking rigor and objectivity. The multivariate approach. how, 
ever, he believes combines the clinical approach's holism a n d ,  
relevance uith objectivity and the ability to uncover complex 
causal relationships without cxpcrimcntal manipulation of 
people and circumstances . .  . . . 
DIMENSIONS OF PERSONALW. THEORY A w m p m  
hensivc personality theory should addrcss four major dim&: 
sionr: ( I )  s t runum of personality, (2) dynamics, (3) dcvcl- 
opment, and (4) pathology. It is to.Canelrs credit lbat he . .  . 
addrcaes all four of these dimensions.,' ~. . . .  . . . . . . . 
~tructuies s o v ~ c ~  Turn CaneU makes an imporlant dis- 
tinction h e e n  surface uails and source *ts. Sufwe rrails 
arc simple sets of behavior lhat tend to appear and disappear 
together and that represent simple mmlation clustm. A 
syndrome is one such example. In conaasl, source riairs arc 
defined as 'simple structure factors" and represent the undcr- 
lying sourcs that constitutes a unitary independent dimension 
and building block of personality. Tbe discovery of t h e  
s o u r a  uaits rcquim the statinical p r o d u r n  of multivariate 
factor analysis. 

C a d  has derived data from three dininn area: life r m r d  
data, qumionnaim, and objective tests. From his life record 
data, CancU identified 15 major f anon  or source traits that 
a p p Y e d  to amount for most behaviors and, on tbe basis of 
t h e  findings, devised qucnionnaircr From thew question- 
naires came the 16 Personality Fanor  ( I6  PF] Inventory. a 
quulionnaire that. as the name suggesLs, taps 16 sourcs traiLs 
(Table 11-1). Of thew 16 traits. the first 12 appear in both 
lire record and questionnaire data, while the Ian 4 (4-1,2,3.4) 
show up only on the questionnaira. . . 

It is a w i n g  for clinicians to find that.seved of t h e  
factors can be clearly related to well-known clinical dimen- 
sions. For example, the first dimension. which Canell with 
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TABLE 11-1 
Brief Desctiptioniol Some Primary Source Traits Found by Factor Analysis't 

Technical Lobrls 

Low Pole Hixh Pole - 
Rcrcwed, dcuchcd. mitical. cwl Schizothymia AlTfflothmia 

Less inalligent, conmu thinking Low gcnml Intclligcncc 
men* 
capactty 

Afffflcd by fccling*cmotionally l a  Lower ~o Highcr o 
srable, &ly upvt strength 

Phlcgrnatie, rclaxcd Low excitability 
* e l 3  

High excitability 
HumMc, mild, obedient, conforming Submirsivcnas Dominance 

%kr .  prudent. serious. ucirurn k u v n c l  Suwnc, 

Expcdicn,t, a law to oncull. b y w  Law superego Suprcgo 
obligattons nrcngth vrcnglb 

Shy, mlraincd. diffident timid Thrccfia Pannia 

Tough-minded, wlf-rclian~ realistic. Haria Prcmh I 
no-nonscnx 

TNning. adapubk. frcc ofjcalowf. Alaaia Rotension L 
w r y  to g t  on with 

~ - 

Practical. careful, mnvcnfional, 
regulated by external relitics, 
mDer ' ' 

~drthiight. natural, d c q  Artlcssncu Shrcwdnm N 
xntimcnul 

Placid. xlf-arrurcd. confide-& sercne Untmublcd Guilt proncnas 0 

Conservative, rcspminq mablishcd ~onwrvat& Radicalism 
idas, roleranr of mduonal 

Q- I 

dinicultia - 

High-Score 
Desniprion 

Outgoins warmbcutcd, easy-going 
m i o o a t i n ~  . - 

hlorc intelligent a b n  thinking 
bright 

Emotionally stable. r a m  d r y .  
calm 

Excitable. midcot, anention-setking 
kxnivc,  indcpzndcot, aggrasivc. 

stubborn --  
H a p ~  -go-(uck~, h n d l a s ,  gay. 

cnduimic 
Conscicntiour, pncvming staid. 

rule-bound 
Venturnme. &ally bola 

uninhibited rmnunmus 

Imaginative. p w p i c d  with inncr 
uwncies, m l ~  of pncucal 
manerr. Bobeman 

~pprchcnrivc, worricd, dcp-ive, 
mubled 

Exprimcnul. critical, l i b d .  
analj~zical. fm thinking 

Gmup dc ndcnl, a joiner and Croup adhercncc Self-ruficienq Q - 2 Sclf-sufficient, prcfcn to male 
round i%;lowcr decisions, raourccful. 

Casual, carclcu olprotocol, untidy. Wcak x l f -  Suung,xlF Q - 3 Convollcd. sccially p ~ i x ,  self- 
follow own urga ~ n t ~ r n c n t  scnttment diwiplincd, compuls~vc 

Rclaxcd. tranquil, torpid. Low ergic tension High c e c  Q - 4 Tcnu, driven, overurought. fretful 
unfmnntcd lcNlOn 

In ntings and questionnaires and now embodied in the 16 Pcnonality Fanor Ta t  
t From Cancll R B: Pcrronalit theory derived from quantiwtivc cxpenrncnt. I n  Cornprehemire Tenbwk o/Ps?chic!ry. H I Kaplan. A M 

Frccdrnsn. 8 1 S a d x k ,  cdiforr, cd'3, vol I ,  p 852.  Williams 9 Wilkins, Balumorc. 1930. 

typically neologistic cnrhusiasm calls Schizothymia-AITecto- 
Ihymia, corresponds to what Kraepelin called the cyclothyme 
versus schizothyme dimension. As Table 11-1  shows, in the 
first source trait (A), the Schizothyrne pole is characterized by 
a reserved, detached, critical, and cool personality. whereas 
the Affectolhymc pole displays oulgoing, warm, easy-going. 
panicipating behavior. It should be noted that these factors 
are obtained from normal populations and hence, although 
extreme scores may bc a s x i a t e d  with pathology in some 
people, this is not necessarily the case. 

The vcond source trait (B) rcprewnts intelligence, whereas 
the third trait (C) represents ego strength and has most of the 
properties assigned to it by psychoanalysts. Source tn i t  D 
seems to reprewnt a dimension of general excitability, while 
trait E u clearly recognizable as the dimension of dominance- 
submissiveness. 

Trait F seems to be associated with a happy-g-lucky cn- 
thusiasm and creativity. with minimal inhibition at one pole 
as agaihst a more sober. serious. and even depressive tendency 
at the other. Trait G is clearly recognizable as the familiar 
dimension of superego strength and. as Freudians hive for so 
long pointed out, has a special relationship to anxiety. Also 
of panicular psychodynamic intercsl is the Q4 trait called 
ergic tension. This trait seems to portray the level of general 
drive frustration, not merely undischarged libido in rhe Freud- 
ian sense, but other frustrated drives as well. 

With there 16 tr;aits derived from normal populations, 
Cattell has included an iddilional I2 dimensions derived from 
studies of clinical psychopathology groups to create the Clin- 
iwl Analysis Questionnaire. This effecuvely discriminates 
among the main clinical syndromes. 

Building on these data acquired from life and questionnaire 
nudics. Cattell next devised an extensive battery of objective 
performance ta ts .  According lo Canell. the Objective Test 
Elaftcry, panicularly in conjunnion with h e  16 PF, provides 
a diagnostic instrument of significantly greater sophistication 
and sensitivity than either subjective clinical judgment or 
commonly used tests--either projeciive, such as the Ror- 
schach, or questionnaire, such as 1he'Minnwla Multiphasic 
P e m n ~ l i t y  Inventory Test (MMPI). Catell therefore laments 
that his tests arc not more widely used. 

THE SPECIFICATION EQUATION Given that personality may 
be anal)-zed into identifiable source I n i t s  common to all 
people, the question then arisesofhow to u u  this information 
in a panicular individual ior m ~ i r n u m  predictive power. 
Cattell suggests that this end can be accomplished by means 
of what he u l l s  the 'specification equation,' in which 3 

p w n ' s  scores on panicular dimensions are appropriately 
weighted and added. T h u s  for 'example, it has k e n  found 
that the probability of rccovery from delinquency in adolcs- 
cents is predicted by the formula: 
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Response to treatment = 
O.IB - 0.5C + 0.3D - O.IF + 0.6G - 0.2H . . 

+ 0.21 + 0 . 3  + 0.24-1 - 0.34-2 + O.2Q-4 

Here, the leners refer toihe specific source traits as shown in 
Table 11-1. 

The specification equation incorporates both a multidimen- 
sional representation ofthe person, given by their trait scores. 
and the psychological situation, whose impact is described by 
the situational indices giwn by the weighlings accorded to the 
trai&. Cattell points out that this specification equation can 
be regarded as a multidimensional elaboration of Kun Lew- 
in's famous formulation that behavior is a function of both 
the person and the environment: B = F ( P , E ) .  Cattell has 
broken both personality and environment donm into discrete 
facton. 

I DYNAMICS Whereas the traits previously discuswd were 
largely ability and temperament traits. Cattell has also p3id 
attention to motivational factors or dynamin. His analyses 
have revealed bothbiologically bawd drives, which he calls 
ergs, and cnvironmcndlydetcrmined or learned traits, which 
he calls sentiments. Cattell considers that 10 ergs have been 
reasonably established by his factor analyses: hunger, sex; 
gregariousness; parental protectiveness: curiosity; acape 
(fear); pugnacity; acquisitiveness; self-assenion; and narcissis- 
tic sex, a general indulgence factor that takes its title from a 
psychoanalytic idea. 

Sentiments, however, tend to be organized around impor- 
tant cultural ideas and include drives aimed at-in males, at 
least-career, spons, religion, parents, romantic panner, and 
self. 

DEVELOPMENT Cattell has atteinpted to trace the devel- 
opment of wits across the life-span and also to determine 
their genetic and environmental source. Although there are 
problems in being cenain that apparently similar traits are 
referring to the same dimensions at different ages, there also 
appear to be recognizable patterns. The anxiety factor tends 
to be high in,adolcrents. to drop neadily until persons are 
about 35 ycan old, and to rise again in old age. Likewise, the 
ego strength factor vacillates during adolcrence, but thereaf- 
ter r i m  steadily. 

Just as individual traits display different development pat- 
terns, u, too they display differing contributions from genetic 
and environmtntal sources. For example, it has been a t i -  
mated that heredity accounts for perhaps 80 perunt  of intel- 
ligence trait variability and for about half that amount for 
neuroticism. 

One important finding has been the sc-called law of coer- 
cion to the biosocial mean. This law is a tendency for enn-  
ronmental influences to systematically oppose the expression 
of genetic variability. This opposition suggests that society 
typically exerts pressures on genetically dilTerent individuals 
to conform to social norms. Thus, for example, a person with 
a nrong genetic tendency toward dominance is likely to 
receive social cncouragemcnt for restraint, whereas the natu- 
rally submissive person will be encouraged toward self-asxr- 
tion. 

PSYCHOPATHOLOGY Cattell's major contributions in the 
area of psychopathology have related to conflict and the 
development of what he likes to call a quantitative psyche 
analysis. WhercGpsychodynamic clinicians would be content 
to describe a conflict by identifying opposing drives, Cauell 
attempts to extend this description to quantitative measure- 
ment of the strength of the relevant drives and their apprcF 

priatc weighting so that thcy can be combined into a dynamic 
specijicalion equalion. The degree of conflict can therefore be 
quantilied by the ratio of the sums of the conflicting drives. 
The degree of over-all conflict inherent in the whole person- 
ality would be represented by the sum of all such ratios. 

Several general theoretical insights have also cmnged. For 
example, it has been found that several aggressive attitudes 
are found to be more loaded by fear than by the pugnacity 
drive. 

CaneU has also been able to derive a more sophisticated 
analyisofthe fanorsthat distinguish ncurotin from normals. 
Thus, whereas Freud belie\,ed that anxiety is the central 
problem in the neuroses, and many psychoanalysis continue 
to believe that the main treatment goal for any neurosis is 
reducing anxiety, the factor analgic apprwch has identified 
at least seven primary factors involved in neuroses. These 
factors include ego weakness (C), submissiveness (E), desur- 
gency (0, threctia (H), premsia (I), guilt-proneness (O), in- 
adequate self-sentiment development (Q-3), and ergic tension 
(4-4). By comparison. psychoanalysis has recognized ego 
weakness, guilt-proneness, and ergic tension as contributing 
to neurotic breakdown, but has said almost nothing about the 
other factors. 

Also imponant is that similar surface traits or syndromes 
may appear among persons u,ho dilTer significantly on various 
source traits. Thisvariance suggests that optimal treatment 
may be quite different fpr individuals with apparently similar 
neuroses. . 

ASSESSMENT OF CATTELL'S THEORY There can be 
no question that Cattell's contributions are extraordinary in 
their breadth. moe. richness. novelty. and cx~erimental un- 
derpinnings;'how;v;r, thcy a.re not "nassailablc (What psy: 
chological theory is?). Indeed, several types of rese~tion.s,  
have been expressed, and, as might be expected,most of them 
relate to the mechanism of factor analysis on which so much 
of Canell's work rests. 

Factor analysis is a highly sophisticated mathematiial tech- 
nique, and. like any sophisticate&technique. it can create 
abstract products that seem far removed from the raw material 
provided by the basic data. This difficulty has led to the 
concern as to jun  how relevant the traits derived by factor 
analysis arc to any particular individual. It is suggested that 
they might represent relatively meaninglasabstractions, and 
not necessarily basic ones at that. Moreover, factor analysis 
can deal only with limited types of data that are radily 
susceptible to quantification. 

Although one of the strongest claims made by factor ana- 
lysts is for objectivity, it is apparent that a number of subjcc- 
tive choices are made a t  several stages in the process. There 
is also a question as to whether the same facton have. in fact, 
been identified in different studies, and several experimenters 
repon dilliculty in reproducing Cattell's traits. 

In addition, some researchers have expressed concern with 
Cattell's theorizing. The major complaints have been that he 
sometimes makes far-reaching theoretical speculations inad- 
equately grounded in empirical data and has been unduly 
disparaging of other approaches. 

No research or researcher is u.ithout faults, and although 
Canell may have his, he has also a remarkable range of 
strengths. It is therefore surprising that Canell's theories have 
not received more attention and that his tests arc not more 
widely used. In pan, this inattention is probably due to the 
complexity of his techniques and ideas and'to the time and 
learning demands necessary for applying his less. These 
excuscs are really inadequate, and it is greatly hoped that 
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clinicians and researcherr will gi\,e Gattell's ideas and instru- four genenl domains that psychology attempts to elucidate: 
ments a morc ccntral place in  their work. the structures of the psyche and their development, dynamics. 

and pathology. 

6. F. SKINNER 
STRUCTURES Under structures of the psyche. Wilber in- 

B. (Burrhus) F. (Frcderic) Skinner was born in Pennsylvania in cludes three broad subsets: the basic struchrcs, the tnnsition 
1904 and rcccived his qh.D. from Haward in 1931 he 15 structures, and the wlf-structure or, as he usually terms it. the cumntly profcrror cmcntus. As tojay's forcmost bchav~onl py 
chologisl, hc has rmivcd numcrourhonon. includin thc Dirtin- " ~ I f - ~ y ~ t e m . "  The basic structures o f  the psyche are those 
guishcd Scientific Award of thc Amcrican ~sychologica~ Association which, once they emerge, tcnd to remain in  existence, either 
and thc Pmidcnt's Scicncc Award.Hc mntinucs lo bc activc in in their original form or in a slightly one, wilber 
applying his mnccpu of laming to thc problcms of human aging 

has attemoted to isolate and define more than 24 such basic 
Skinner places great emphasis on the measurerner.t of ob- 

servable variables only and the establishment o f  precise rela- 
tionships between them through the study of individual sub  
jects under carefully controlled labuntory conditions. From 
extensive studies, he concluded that learning is b w d  primar- 
i ly on operant conditioning. Most simply, operant condition- 
ing is a technique for reinforcing a subject's spontaneous 
activities. The exp+menter waits for the subject to perform 
an action, and when the action occurs, the subject is rewarded. 

Skinner's work has k e n  widely applied in  clinical scltings, 

structures. These structures include, in hierarchical ordcr: 
sensation, perception, emotional-wual impulse: image, sym- 
bol, concept, rule, meta-rule, and vision. His analysis o f  these 
basic stNclurcs is explicitly tied to the findings o f  modern 
rcwarchcn, e.g his "rule" is Piaget's concrete operational 
thinking, his meu-rule. Piaget's formal opentional thinking 
his vision. Aricti's synthetic thinking Wilber's point is that 
once a basic structurc emerges, such as the qpacity to form 
symbols, that structure is not ordinarily lost in  subsequent 
development, although i t  can be subsumed under subsequent . . .  

as  well as in  industry and education. He beliehes that unde- development. In  Wilber's analogy, basic N u c t u r a  form the 
sirable behavior exists toalarcecxtcnt because i t  is reinforced. more-or-lm enduring rungs i n  the ladder of  ongoing de~el -  
~ ~~ - -  ~ "~ ~ 

~ ~ 

and that i t  can be changed by removing thc reinforcement 
and substituting 3 prefemd response. Drug abuse clinics and 
weight control centen ye among those clinical settings that 
utilizc operant conditioning. 

Skinner's early work in  programed instruction hiu madc 
a significant contribution to educational computer technol- 
ogy, demonstnting how the principles o f  learning dcrived 
Trom laboratory experimenwtion can be applied i o  education. 
Skinner's work. however. has been criticized on the grounds 
that, because i t  islargely based onsimplecontrolled laboratory 
studies o f  animals, i t  is reductionistic and o f  limited general- 
izability to the complex behavior o f  humans. Social and 
philosophical extrapolations of Skinner's theories can be 
found i n  his utopian novel. Ii'alden Two, ?nd i n  Beyond 
Freedom and Dignify. 

KEN WILBER 

Ken Wilbcr was born in Oklahoma in 1949. Aftcr beginning 
premcd~cal studies. hc suilchcd to, socnce and complctcd both h~s  
undcrgnduatc and dualc work in bib-hcm~stry at thc Univcrs~ly. 
of Ncbrsska. In 197%~ hclpcd lo found and now cdirs thc intcrdis- 
ciplinarv iournal Revision. and hc is alw, an cdiior for Shambhala 

opmcnt; they are th;"lev& o f  consciousness" devebpmen- 
wlly available to a person. 

The transition structures, however, are those structures that 
are stage-specific (or phare-temporary) and that, barring h- 
ation, conwquently tend to drop out or at least wane i n  
subsequent development. In  this gcneral category Wilber in- 
cludes such items as Kohlberg's moral swgcs, Maslow's needs 
hierarchy, and Loevinger's ego states, each of which he sys- 
tematically attempts to correlate u i t h  the others. Funher, 
each transition stage-for example. Kohlberg's postconvcn- 
tional moral swge-is comlated with a panicular basic struc- 
ture that a m  as its supporting foundation (in this example, 
Piaget's formal operational thinking). Unlike basic structures, 
however, which tend to subsume or incorporate previous basic 
structures, transition structures tend to negate or replace 
previous transition structures. as is explained below. Thus, 
for cxample, once Kohltrrg's stage 5 moral development 
emerges. the stage 4 responses tcnd to wane or diuppcar 
cntircly, whcreas i n  empiricdl facf, the basic structures undcr- 
lying both structures tend to remain i n  enistence. 

In  Wilber's view, the self-s)stem is a structural-functional 
invariant. 11 consists o fa  number of characteristics that define 

p"blisnc%. Hc ltver in thc L n  Fr lnnro Bay area. the self throughout most of its derelopment. These chancter- In additton to his form~l cd~catlun in ricncc. Wdkr i s  rc.f.wu t 
in an e,ccpl;on311y broad nngc of diwlplinn s i n ~  ,975 hc jfhy istics include rden~,jicafion, the self as thc locus of identtilca- 
~ourcd forth a wnlth ofbooks ma artlclrs. uh~ch arc calnord.narv lion: will. thc wlf  as the locus of free choicc. but free onlv 
;n thcir numbcr, prolundity. rope. and in~crdiwi~linary inlcya[ioi 
Such has k n  thc quality and quantity of his wntingr that whin a 
single dccadc he has comc to be regarded as onc of today's foremost 
thmrctical psychologisu. Thc ertcnt of his invrdisciplina~ m p c  can 
bc galhcrcd both from his pvchological conlributions and from the 
wminal works that he hasrktlcn in wrioloas. anrhromloas.  hil lor- -. . -. 
ophy, and rcligion. 

withln the limits set by the deep structures or basic limiting 
principles of its present slagc of  developmental adaptation; 
org~nizafion, the w l f  is thc principle that gives, o r  attempts 
to give, unity to the mind; and no.vigafion. 

Under navigition. Wilber sees theself having two wts of 
dialectical choiccs at each lcvel ofdevelonment. These choicer - ~ . ~  -~ 7~~~~~ 

Drawing on 3 broad range of psychological systems, both . are ( la) to p-rve or ( Ib) to negate clcmsnls o f  the given 
Eastern and Westcrn, Wilber has proposed an over-all model level and (?a) to descend or (2b) to w e n d  to a different lcvcl 
of psychological functioning that isdevelopmental, structural. altogether, l a  is Eros; I b. Phobus; ?a. Thanatos; 2b. Agape. 
hierarchical, and systems-related. He has demonstrated the (Wilber, incidcntally, is one of the few modem theorcticians 
model's intcrdiwiplinary uwfulncss by applying i t  to rcligion, to take Freud's concept o f  Thanatos seriously.) 
an~hrd'polog~. sociology. and plulosophy. Pnmlnly, hou&cr, I t  is in connmion with thew major chanctenstics that 
i t  is a decidedlv ~svcholoeical s$stcm. Wilber dcvclo~s h u  theorv of o3tholoav u developmental 

Wilber k g n s ' h k  rnod;l by analyzing, clarifying; and syn- miscarriages a; particular &ages b f  i denGn t i on  and o w i -  
thesizing some of the basic approaches of modern Western -?ation. 
psychology. He panicularly drawson psychoanalytic ego psy- ...T he self-system, according to Wibcr, serves one other 
chology and object-relations theory, developmenwl-structur- major function: I t  is the centddevclopmental l ~ n k  between 
alism, wlf-psychology, cxistcntialism, and behaviorism (of a the basic structures and the tnnsition nructures. I t  is in  this 
Hull-Tolman variety). From this analysis. Wilber identifies context that Wilbcrdiscusses the second gcneral domain, that 
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of development. Once a given basic structure emerges in 
deuclopment. the self-system tends eventually to identify with 
that h s i c  structure; the wlf is the locus of identification. As 
this process occurs, however, the self must break its exclusive 
proximate identity with ihe lower basic structure in order 10 
extend its identity to include the higher structure. It is exactly 
this break. according to Wilber. that negates or displaces the 
correlative transition structure (moral, egoic. and so on). 

Thus ,  during development, basic structures are preserved and 
lransilion structures are negated (and here Wilber quotes 
Hegel: "To supersede is at once to negate and to preserve."). 

For example. once Piaget's basic structure of concrete o p  
erational thinking emerges, the wlf-system can eventually ' . 
identify u,ith i t  and can operate on thc world from it. This 
level of cognitive development generates the conventional 
stage of moral development as described by Kohlberg. When 
the formal-operational basic structure emerges, however, the 
self can break it: exclusive proxirnate identity ~ i t h  concrete 
operational thinking and can identify itself with formal op- 
erational thought. When this transition occurs, the conven- 
tional moral stage can give way to, or can be replaced by, the 
postconventional stage. Wilber's point, in thisexample, is that 
the basic struclure of concrete operational capacity remains 
in eiistence, but issubsumed or iicorponted by that offormal 
ooerational funct~onine (as maintained bv Pi3cetJ. The con- - .  ~, - 
ventional-moral transition stage is replaced by the postcon- 
ventional mgc (as maintained by Kohlberg), due. Wilber 
suggesu. to the break in exclusive identification. 

Thus, development in this model involves an interplay 
between the emerging basic structures, the coordinating self- 
s).stem, and the phase-temponry transition structures. Once 
a basic structure emerges, the sclf-system can identify with it; 
the exclusiveness of this p r o x i m ~ e  identification generates 
the correlative transition structure. When a higher basic struc- 
tureemerges, the' self eventually disidentifies from, but docs 
not destroy, the lower basic structure in order to identify with 
the higher slrurturt, a process that keeps the lower basic 
structure in exinence but breaks the monopoly or cxclusive- 
ness of its proximate identity, and thus dissolves its correlative 
transition structure: 

DYNAMICS AS for psychological dynamin, Wilber sees each 
structure or level of consciousness as possessing its o m  needs 
or  driva.  The concept of needdrive he associates with the 
ponulale thal every structure is actually a structure of rela- 
tional exchange, or  a structure of o b j a  relations. That is, 
each structure exists in a world of similar structures, and it 
can exist only by virtue of intcracling with thew structure. 
(the physical body depends for its existence on food exchange 
.with its physical environment; the emotional-suual body 
reproduces itself through biological relationship with similar 
bodies; the mental realm is constituted by symbolic-commu- 
nicativeexchangc with other minds' and so on). Any lime the 
o b j a  relations of any level are disturbed or broken, a need- 
drive swings into play with the sole aim ofrecnablishing the 
relational exchange on which the life of that level depends. h 
is at this point that Wilber brings some of the general princi- 
ples of behaviorism into his synthesis: Reinforament is de- 
fined as that which r m b l i s h e s  relational exchange; that is, 
satisfies needdrive at whatever level. There are thus levels of 
reinforcement corresponding with levels of needdrive. 

throu& successive basic nructures with their correlative need- 
drives and transitionalstructures. Wilber believes wlfdevel- 
opmcnt is a process of phase-specific identification and s u b  
sequent phase-specific disidentification. The self identifies 
with an emerging basic structure and appropriates, organizq 
and integrates that structure in its o w  being When {hat task 
is completed and the next higher basic structure emerges. the 
wlf breaks its exclusive proximate identity nith that lower 
nructure. I t  disidentifies with that structure. or transcends it, 
and witches its central and operative identity to the higher 
struclure, from which the selfthen ideally integrates the lower 
structure with the higher one. Pathology, for Wilber, is erwn- 
tially a disturbance in this identification/disidentifiation 
process. Fixation is out-of-phase (prolonged) identification; 
repression or dissociation is out-of-phaw (premature) disiden- 
tification. 

Wilber sees development as proceeding through a half- 
dozen a r  so major points of integration-identification, fol- 
lowed by direrentiationdisidentification and subsequent in- 
tegration-identification on the new level, and so on. Devel- 
opmental mi&rriagcs at any of these points generate specific 
pathologies requiring specific treatment modalities. To sum- 
marize: During the f im 6 months or so of life, the ulf is 
identified with its physical environment and, especially, the 
motheringone (Mahler's'symbiotic phase"); it cannot clearly 

differendate subject G d  .object. By the end of the second year. 
(cspeciaIl>' during Mahl6r's "rapproachmcnt subphue"), the 
self, basically ks a sens6rimotor and emotional-sexual body, 
has dilTerentiated ilselffrom the environmentlmother. Failure 
toengage thisdimerentiation-disidcntificaliongenerally m u l u  
in psychoses and primary narcissislic disorders; that is, con- 
sciousness fails to scat in (identify with) the body, or else it 
views everything as a mere extension or appendage of itulf. 
Ancmpting~0,engage this switchpoint but failing its comple. 8 

tion generally'results in borderline disorders. In this regard, 
Wibcr explicitly follows psychoanalytic ego psycholo~y. the 
fusion ofsclf and object representations, splittingof good and 
bad object images. and so on. 

If consciousness negotiates this'i5ivol point, it winds up 
identified with the sensoriperceptual and emotional-suual 
body, which ~ t s  up the next major switchpoint, that of thc ' .  

oedipal phase. W i l k r  sm this phase-.as ascntially relating to 
' 

the diKerentiation and subsequent integration of the mind 
and body. with a switch in proximate identity from body-. 
bound modes to mental modes. Failure to engage this differ- 
entiationdkidentifiution leads to borderline disorders and 
borderline neurotic disorden. (Wilber (allows Blanck and 
Blanck in defining the borderline patient as one who l iva  too 
much in the immediacy of bodybound experience and not 
enough in mental structure.) Engagement with differentiation 
but failed integration leads to classical neuroses; that is, the 
mental self either represses emotional-sexual impulws or re- 
mains uncdnsciously fixated to them. Similarly, the next 
major switchpoint involves identity neurows. and the next, 
existential n c u r m  each of which is similarly related to the 
p h a s e - 6 1 c  cycle of differentiauonfint%ration. 

Wilber ties pathological miscarriages at any switchpoint to 
a disturbance of the correlative needdrives emerging during 
that phase. For Wilber, the two are essentially synonymous 
To gvc  only one example, the failure to differentiate and then 
integrate [be emotional-sexual body is simply another way to 

PATHOLOGY. Pathology, in this model, is directly related to dcs&be the distortion of emotional-sexual o b a  relalionioi 
development and to the concept of neddrive.  Aside from needdriva.  At the same time. Wilber'sequa!ion of reinfora- 
Mlctural pathology, such as organic brain damage, most rnent with needdrive satisfaction allows him to discus pa- 
pathology. according to: Wilber, is wl[-pathology. that is, thology in terms ofpast conditioning and rtinforcrment 
related lo the developmental m g a  of the s e v s  journey The existential dimensions of Wilber's system k o m e  o b  
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vious when he d,cscribcs the dynamics of  each switchpoint in 
terms of a lifc or death. Eros or Phobos, or being or nonbeing 
tension-a tension the self must negotiate adequately in order 
to avoid fixation, on the one hand, or dissociation. on the 
other hand. There tensions or anxieties propel the various 
defense mechanisms. whose actual form is determined by the 
basic structure(s) then predominant. Because there is a hier- 
archy of basic structurq there is a corresponding hierarchy 
of defense mechanisms. a hierarchy that in essence matches 
that of psychoanalytic theory. 

Wilber mmlates optimum thcrapy to the prticular levcl 
of developmental miscarriage evidenced in symptomatology, 
although this correlation is not a cut-anddricd affair. For 
recalcitrant psychoses, physiological interventions are re- 
ommended; for borderline disorders, the strunure-building 
techniques; for classical neuroses, the uncovering techniqua; 
for identity neuroses, communicativc or rolc-penpective tech- 
niques; for existential neuroses. which Wilber carefully distin- 
guishes from borderline malaise, the newlydeveloping exis-. 
tential therapies. In addition to past developmental condition- 
ing  an examination of prrwnt Life orientation and future life 
goals is emphasized. 

SYNTHESIS OF EASTERN AND WESTERN PSYCHOLO- 
GIES Perhaps the mon intriguing aspect of Wilber's model 
is that he has been able to use it to effect 3 plausible synthesis 
of Eastern and Western-approaches to psychology and con- 
sciousness. Wilber suggests that the same basic principles. 
such as structuralism, developmentalism, and hierarchization, 
naturally extend thcmwlves into higher transpenonal, tran- 

scendental, or  mystiul states. idcntitics, drives, and cognitive 
modes. He a q u a  that the higher transpersonal states and 
modes described in Eastern traditions represent development 
beyond the stages traditionally recognized in Western psy- 
chology, but that the u m e  basic principles of analysis that 
proved uwful at preegoic and egoic levels can be extecded to 
the transegoic levels. 

At this point. Wilber's model explicitly joins up with the 
"perennial philosophy." According to the philosophia peren- 
nic that lies at the hean of, and is common to, the world's 
great mystical traditions, there arc levels or structures of 
consciousness ]king beyond lhow of the formal operational 
or rational egoic mind. By performing a structural analysis of 
these levels as outlined in the mystical tnditions, such as Zen, 
Vedanta, Kabalah, neo-Platonism, and Buddhism. Wilber has 
identified and dcscribcd a half-dozcn or more highcr or tnns- 
rational structures of consciousness that show cross-cultural 
similarities. These structures. Wilber suggests. are natural 
extensions of those already studied by onhodox psychology: 
that is, there is an unbrokcn developmental logic that runs 
from prcntional to rational to transntional nructures, from 
prepersonal to personal to tnnspersonal states. from preegoic 
to cgoic to transegoic identities, or from subconscious to 
selfconscious to superconrious modes. 

According to Wilber, the major mistake of Westem psy- 
chologis!sstudying mystical swles has been to confuse prera- 
tional modes with transrational modes simply because both 
appear nonntional. This confusion. which Wilber terms the 
'prc-trans fallacy." occurs in two opposite directions: Trans- 
rationdl states are duced to prcrationd infantilisms, e.g as 
by Freud, or  prerational magic and myth are elevated to 
transrational glory, e.g as by Jung. This mistake has fre- 
quently led to superficial analyses and invalidations of Eastern 
thinking. 

Uniting these higher or transrarional s t rumrcj  with the 
prerational and rational strunures studied by Western psy- 
chology and showing their logical as well as theoretical con- 
- - 

~p - ~ - 

tinuity results in the over-all model that Wilber calls the 
*spmrum o i  consciousness." Because of LLS dcvelopmenul 
continuity. Wilber mainfaitins that orthodox psychologists will 
eventually be moved. by thei r  o m  d a u  and logic, into a 
recognition and investigation of thc higbcr m g c r  Thc bqJn- 
nings of this process may be apparent in Kohlberg's recent 
addition of a universal-spiritual m o d  stage beyond the 
postconventional, which rsas formerly the highat level rec- 
ognized in his system of moral dcvelopmcnr 

Fof wch of the higher stage., as with the lower. Wilber 
outlines the basic structures involved, the self-sense, the dy- 
namic. the developmenL the p n x a s  of differentiationlinte- 
gration. the possible pathologies. and the typer of meditative 
or contemplative techniqua involved in rnching thcse higher 
levels. Wilber's model is primarily theoretical. Nonetheless, 
he has recently devoted much ancntion to the methodology 
and epistemology of confirming (or r e j d n g )  his hypotheses. 
It is this over-all model, with itr anempt at g e n e d  compre- 
hcnsiveness and epistemological grounding, that x m s  t o  
have generated so much interest. 

NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN PERSONALITY ' , . 
THEORY 

A "umber of the personality theorim considered in this 
chapter have emphasized approaches to an expanded view of 
human wtentialitia. Throuehout histow and in all cultures. ~~. 
there ha& been numerous r e ~ r t s o f a l t e ~ t i o n s  in awareness. 
which may be experienced as an cxpaoded w n x  of  self or  
even as a transcendence of individual wllbood. Any overview 
ofhuman potentialities must, then, include a broad s p t i - y m  
of phenomena that seemingly transcend thc customary defi- 
nitions of the limits of r&:i;y. 

Abraham Maslow. Gardner Murphy, Gordon Allpon, and 
Ken Wilber have been among the most influential theorists 
in stressing the importance of exploring the extremes of  
human potential and psychological well-being Unable to find 
more ~ h a n  w i n g  reference to those areas in Wcstern litera- 
ture, they turned toward Eastern psychologies, which have 
long focused on such questions. Careful examinatinn led them 
to believe that the% psychologies had k e n  significantly un- 
deratimatedand that they pointed towards radically difircnt  
picture of human psychology. Their inquiries led them to 
i n v e s t i ~ t e  such subjects as a l t c d  suta of consciousness, 
self-mnxendence, medifation. yopa. and a range of related 
experiences and phenomena that had not previously k n  
subject to Western psychological examination. At the same 
time, a consistent body of empirical and theoretical data was 
emerging from studies of  such phenomena as biofeedback, 
meditation. peak experiences. and the personal expcrienccs of  
rclated practices reponed by initially skeptical Western be- 
havioral scientisls. 

That growing body of  infohation proved significant 
enough for Maslow to conclude in To1,ard a Psychology of 
Being: 

I mnsidcr Humanisric. Third Force P n u h o l o ~  fa k transitional. 
a p r r w ~ o n  for a ail1 -higherm Founh~R)rh6iogy. Lranspcmnal. 

Maslow therefore joined several eminent pioneen of hu- 
manistic psychology in founding the/omalofTrampersona/ 
Psychology and the Association for Transpersonal Psychol- 
ogy. Thus, the field of transpersonal psychology, the so-called 
founh force of Western psycholcgy, emerged, drawing on the 
contributions of both Eastern wisdom and Western science. 

The term 'transpcnonal" was selmed affcr considerable 
- -- 
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deliberation in an elTort to reflect the extension of psycholog- 
ical inouirv into areas eoina bevond. Irons. the individual and . . - - .  . 
his or her persona or personality, because in many of the 
experiences under investigation, the subjects experienced an 
extension of identity beyond both individuality and pcrson- 
ality. One of the primary concerns of transpersonal psychol- 
ogy is the study of optimum psychological health and well- 
being, and growth beyond traditionally recognized levels of 
health. 

TRANSPERSONAL MODELS The trinspersonal model of 
Ihe human being d i k n  in several aspects from lraditional 
models. A simplified account can be given under four dimen- 
sions: consciousness, conditioning personality, and identifi- 
cation. 

Consciousness The transpersonal model holds conscious- 
ness to be a central dimension that constitutes the essence, 
context, or matrix of the human experience. Traditional 

. \\"stern psychologies have held dilTeringpositionsuith regard 
to consciousness, ranging from behaviorism, which ignores it, 
to psychodynamic and humanistic approaches, u,hich ac- 
knou.ledge i t  but, in general, pay more attention to itscontents 
than to consciousness itself. The transpersonal perspective 
holds that a spstrum of states of consciousness exis&, that 
some of those states are potentially useful, and that some of 
them represent true higher states. Literature from a variety of 
cultures and agci. as well as from more recent empirical 
studies ofsuch a r u s  as meditation and statedependent learn- 
ing. attest to the reality and stainability of tho% states. 

The traditional view, however, holds that only a limited 
range of states exist, e . g  naking, dreaming, intoxication, and 
psychosis. The usual waking state is considered optimal. and 
nearly all other states are seen as :rcondary, unimportant. or 
detrimental. 

By. contrast. the transpersonal model views the usual state 
of consciousness as less than:optimal. Meticulous and pro- 
longed self-observation, such as in meditation, reveals that 
the usual state is filled to a remarkable and unrecognized 
extent with a continuous and largely uncontrollable flow of 
thoughts, emotions. and fantasies. They are continuously. 
automatically, and unconsciously blended with sensory in- 
puts, according to the person's needs and defenses, to exen 
an extraordinarily powerful but usually unrecognized distort- 
ing influence on perception, cognition, and behavior. That 
pan of the  model is in a&nxment with the claims of a variety 
of Eastern psychologies and consciousness disciplines, which 
state that, whether they know it o r  not, untrained p a n s  are 
orisonen of their o m  minds. As such. thev are totallv and . . 
unwittingly trapped in a continuous perceptiondistoningfan- 
(asy ihat m t e s  an encornpasing illusion called 'maya" or 
'samsara." 

Full awareness, in place of that conditioned distonion of 
the mind, is one oftlie aims oftranspersonal therapy. Various 
approaches may be used, including traditional psychothen- 
peutic techniques, but. to date. advanced work on that p r o b  
Iem has necessitated the use of techniques that are at least 
partially derived from non-Western psychologies, such as 
meditation and yoga. All the approaches involve training in 
controlling one or more aspem of perceptual sensitivity, 
concentration. a k a ,  and cognition. The intensity and the 
duration of the  training usually needed to attain mastery are 
quite extraordinary by traditional Western standards. Ulti- 
mately, such approaches point the way to Ihe possibility of  
an enduring state of consciousness-known by a variety of 
names, such as enlighteynent, samadhi, moksha, or Nir- 
vana-that is fke  of usual limitations and distortions. 

Conditioning The transpersonal perspective emphasizes two 
phenomena related toconditioning that go beyond traditional 
psychological approaches. The first involves the possibility of 
freedom from conditioning. at least phenomcnolq$cally. 
Such a possibility is hard to conceive from the perspenive of 
the traditional models, but it followslogically from t h ~  process 
of  the disidentification of aNarcness from mental 'content, 
which is discussed below. 

The second phenomenon is a form of conditioning that 
Eastem psychologies have examined in detail; namely. the 
specific consequences of attachment. Attachment is closely 
related to the concept of addiction, but whereas Western 
psychology tends to think of addiction only in relation to 
such things as drugs and food, h n e r n  psychologiesemphasizc 
that attachment can occur to any desired object, person. 
condition: or goal. Attachment is closely associated with desire 
and signifies that the nonfulfillment of the desire uill result 
in psychological pain. Therefore, attachment is held to play a 
central.role in the causation of sulTering, and letting go of 
attachment is held to be centnl to the cessation of suflering. 
Those principles were perhaps most clearly enunciated in the 
Buddha's four noble iruths. but havc also been described by 
some Wesleni practitioners. such as lung. who stated in his 
Lelrers: 

Whcnevcr w arc nil1 allachcd, we arc will poswned; and whcn 
one is msxd it  m.cns lhc uinencc of something nrongcr than 
oncwll. 

Personality h carlier\irestern psychologies, personality has 
been accorded acentnl  place, and, indeed, most theories hold 
that pcople ore their personalities. Transpemnal theory. how- 
ever, places less emphasis on personality, which is wen ar 
only one aspect of being, an aspect with which the person 
may identify, but docs not havc to. Psychotherapim have 
usually viewed the attainment of health as involving some, I 

modification of personality. From the transpersonal perspcc- 
tire, however, hcalth is seen as also involving a shift from an 
exclusive identification with personality to abroader identity 
and sense of k i n e  extendinebevond traditional eeoic limits. 
Such a shift is a&mpaniedb;a -*rise of relati; freedom 
from the habitual dictates of p&sonality, even in thow cases 
in which the personality itself remains relatively unmodified. - 
Identification Identification is seen as a &cia1 concept and 
is conctptually extended beyond customary Western limits. 
Traditional psychologies have recognized identification with 
external phenomena and have defined the  process as an 
unconscious one in which the person becomes like or feels 
the same as an external object or person. 

Transpersonal pqrhology, however, recognizes external 
identification but states that identification with intrapychic 
phenomena is of even greater significance. Though& and 
feelings may be observed with detachmtnt and may exert 
little or no influence on the person. If, however, the person 
identifies with them, they come to determine the wnw of 
identiry and reality. For example, if the thought *I'm scared" 
arises and is seen to be what it is-that is. just another 
thought-it exerts little influence; however, if the thought is 
ideniified with. then the person's experiential reality at that 
moment is that he orshe is frightened.Through identification, 
a self-fulfilling prophetic p r m  ensues in which one believes 
onwlf to be what one thinks. 'We are what we think," said 
the Buddha. 'With our thoughts we make the world." 

Beyond the ego This process extends into+he most funda- 
mental aspects of identity. Even the sense that a relatively 
stable and permanent self exists within one may be illusory. 
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Identifintion ofawareness with the thoughts and feelings that 
continuously flow throua the mind in rapid succession rc- 
sulrs in the illusion that a continuous observer exists, just Y 

a rapid succession of stiU pictures results in the illusion of 
continuous motion. Yet. awareness of sumcicnt xnsitivity 
and precision, such as occurs in advanced medilation, may 
cut through those perceptual distortions and result in the 
recognition that no separate ego, self, or I is buried deep 
within the psyche but only a ceiseless, impersonal flux of 
thoughtsand emotions and the awareness that observes them. 
That recognition is said to be an extremely salutary one, 
freeing the person from significant amounts of egocentric 
concern. Nevenheles. a full understanding and appreciation 
of the phenomena and their implications are held to be best 
obtained by direct experiences ofthem, rather than by intel- 
lmual discussion alone. 

From that model follow possibilities for psychologinl 
growth and well-being that extend beyond those oftnditional 
Western psychology and psychotherapy. Westcrn psychothcr- 
apy usually has 3s its final goal a strons ego capable of living 
with and adapting to the existentially inevitable realities. such 
as continuous cgc-superego conflict. For transpersonal theor- 
im. howevcr. more is possible. They agree with the prcmiw 
that a strong ego is beiicr than a weak, inelTective one, but 
they suggen that the relinquishing of exclusive identification' 
with ego may be essential-to higher development. As Needle- 
man states in A Sense offhe Cosmos. 

Thc self that psychology talks abu t  is too small, too egotistical 
and too inmvcncd. 

, . The cinflicts and suffering associated with ego and the 
exinential givens of life may, indeed, be unrmlvable; how- 
ever. from the transpersonal pcnpec~ive, they are transcend- 
able through the expansion ofawmness and identity beyond 
the exclusive identification with ego and personality. 

Sustained states or  this cxpnded amreness and identity 
are the goal of many Eatern psychologies; however, similar. 
although transient, states have long been remynized in the 
West as, for example, Buck's cosmic consciousness, Maslow's 
peak experience, and Jung's numinous esperience. A consid- 
erable body of psychological and sociological evidence sus- 
gests that t hox  who have such experiences t end to  be more 
psychologically healthy than those who do not. 

Such a recognition is of both theoretical and practical 
importance, h u s e  there has been a tendency for some 
psychiatrists to make a priori assumptions that such tnnsccn- 
dental experiences must represent pathological ego regressions 
akin to schizophrenic procaxs. Such an interpretation is 
undersbndable from the traditional pcnpective, but it is at 
variance uith recent theoretical and empirical findings and 
r e p m n r s  an example of Wilber's "pre-trans fallacy." Thcw 
findings suggest that Exstern claims concerning the impor- 
tance of transcendent states for the realization of the rull 
human potential. claims that have been echoed by many of 

the theorists in this section. wamnt  &nous consideration and 
research. 

CONCEPTUAL CONVERGENCE Tho= studies and the 
transpersonal multistate model alw, hold signiliwnt impliw- 
tions for a new understanding of religion and religious expe- 
rience. They point to the recognition that cemin aspects of 
the great religions w n  be considered as mtc-specific technol- 
ogies whose practices are designed to alter the practitioner's 
slate ofconsciousncssand induce a mnsceodental state. Thus, 
the potential for achieving deeply significant and noematic 
states, which may be interpreted either theistically or nonthc- 
istically, may be inherent in  everyone. 

Transpersonal psychology provides a framework for inten- 
sive investigation of the nnge of human potential. The need 
for more refined instruments to measure nonordinary states 
of consciousness is apparent, as well as the need for gmte r  
clarity and precision in delineating the panmeten of such 
phenomena. 

SUGGESTED CROSS REFERENCES 

Other theories bear on this section, including the theories of 
Freud (Chapter 8). &me (Senion 10.2). Jung (Section 9.3). 
Rank (Section 10.2). Rcich(Section IO.l),and leaning theory 
(Section 4.3). General living systems theory is discussed in 
Section 1.2. Perception and c m i t i o n  are discussed in Ss t ion 
4.1. Rychoanalysis and psychoanalytic psychotherapy are 
discussed in Section 29.1, behavior therapy in Section 29.2, 
group psychotherapy and psychodrama in Section 29.5, and 
recent methods of psychotheripy in Section 29.10. Biofeed- 
back is discussed in Section 29.12. Hypnosis is discussed in 
Section 29.4. 
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